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1 Introduction
This Master’s thesis is a required fulfillment towards the degree of Master of Science
(Tech.) in Automation and Systems Engineering at Aalto University School of Elec-
trical Engineering. This thesis was made at the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Automation at Aalto University as a part of the Nordic energy research project,
STRONGrid, which aims to research and develop wide-area monitoring and control
applications, and to implement them in a common platform. The STRONGrid
partner was Fingrid, the Finnish national electricity transmission grid operator.
The topic of the thesis was to study the effects of delays on the wide-area damping
control of electromechanical oscillations in power systems. The introductory part of
the thesis gives a brief overview on the topic, describes the research goals and scope
of the Master’s thesis in detail, and finally outlines the structure of this thesis in the
last section.
1.1 Background
Power system stability is an important topic for power system operation, and elec-
tromechanical oscillations in power systems are one of the major challenges for power
engineers and researchers [1].
The increasing size and electricity consumption in power systems have made
electromechanical oscillations, particularly at interarea frequencies, a serious problem
which threatens power system stability. Poorly damped oscillations in power systems
can result in partial or widespread blackouts, or cause countermeasures which limit
the power flow between power system areas. [1],[2]
Electromechanical oscillations, risen from the constantly changing imbalance
between generated and demanded electricity, can lead to instabilities without sufficient
damping. The different loads in power systems, such as simple resistive loads or
more complex loads with control systems, and other factors add complexity and
nonlinearity into the systems. The complex nonlinear nature of a power system
means that the power systems risk instability at various operating points. The power
system stability has three main categories which are voltage stability, angle stability
and frequency stability. [1],[3]
The transient instability problem, which falls under the phase angle stability, has
been one of the hardest to prevent. The crucial point is the power system’s ability
to maintain synchronism under large disturbances, such as large load increases, the
loss of tie lines or loss of generating units. It requires constant speed control on
generators by speeding them up and slowing them down in order to maintain the
constant synchronous speed among the generators. [1],[3]
The traditional approaches of damping oscillations by local power system stabi-
lizers (PSS) or other damping controllers have solved this problem locally but may
risk achieving limited success when there is a need to damp oscillations over a wider
area. [1],[4],[5]
With the steady increase of various wide-area measurement systems (WAMS),
which collect measurements over large physical distance in the power system, new
2solutions have emerged to solve these wide-area problems. However, the need to
measure and transmit data over long distances has made time delays something
new to consider in such systems. Unlike in the traditional power system stability
control methods, which have generally used only the local information with very
small measuring delays, in wide-area measurement systems new kinds of time delays
exist in the power system. [5],[6]
Although, the subject of time delays is well studied and analyzed in traditional
control processes, time delays have often been ignored almost completely in power
system control. Despite the fact that the understanding of delays has a wide range of
engineering applications in signal processing, fiber-optics research and circuit design.
[2],[7]
In this thesis the delays that could be experienced in wide-area monitoring and
control (WAMC) systems and in wide-area measurement systems are investigated,
and the relevant parameters and properties, such as time-out and the number of
measurement units, are identified and defined. In the next section, a detailed
description of research goals and scope is given.
1.2 Research Goals and Scope
The main objective of the thesis is to study the effects of delays on the wide-area
damping control of electromechanical oscillations. The objective had two different
research goals which required different research methods. The main avenues to
accomplish the research goals were literature review and the power system simulations
with delay implementations.
The first research goal is to identify the typical sources for latency in wide-
area measurement systems and to define their magnitudes and to report on any
latency measurements studied in real world systems. The interest in particular
is on the phasor measurement unit -based wide-area measurement systems. The
second research goal is to study the effects of delays on wide-area damping control
of electromechanical oscillations. The purpose is to determine using power system
simulations whether the delays have no impact, have some impact or are crucial
for the damping control of electromechanical oscillations. The two research goals
complement each other. The information gathered in the first part is utilized in the
setup and evaluation of the second part.
The focus is on wide-area damping control only and complementing wide-area
damping with local damping methods is not a part of the thesis. Other parameters
left out of the scope are the effects of signal noise, data corruption, data loss, missing
measurements or measurement errors. Additionally, the effects of delay compensation
are not in the scope of the thesis.
The power system simulation environment chosen for the thesis is MATLAB and
Power System Toolbox [8]. The simulation program did not have an existing delay
implementation, and therefore the implementation of delayed measurements and
control into the simulation program was an integral part of the thesis. The delays
were to be implemented in such a way that they were realistic. The studied power
system was decided to be a two-area four generator power system model [9].
31.3 Structure
The thesis is divided into six chapters. Each of them is a clearly defined and contained
package divided further into sections for improved clarity. The first chapter is the
introduction explaining the background, research goals and scope of the thesis and
its structure. The second chapter is a presentation on electromechanical oscillations
and on wide-area measurement systems, and their typical system components. This
chapter forms the basis for the rest of the thesis which concentrates on the research
goals. The third chapter defines, identifies and reports the various delays associated
with wide-area measurement systems as required by the research goals. The fourth
chapter introduces the simulation environment, the simulated power system models,
the damping controller, and most importantly it presents the delay implementation
for the power system simulation. In addition, it describes the methods used later to
evaluate the damping control performance. The fifth chapter contains the simulation
results and reviews their validity and discusses them. The sixth chapter presents the
results made from the research as defined by the requirements of the research goals.
The last chapter is the conclusion which summarizes the results of the thesis.
42 Power Systems and Electromechanical Oscillations
In this chapter, the concepts of electromechanical oscillations, wide-area measurement
systems or wide-area monitoring and control systems (WAMC) and the components
of such systems are explained. They are covered from the viewpoint of the thesis.
The first section provides a short general overview of electromechanical oscillations.
The second section gives an overview of wide-area measurement systems and the last
section covers the typical components of such systems.
2.1 Electromechanical Oscillations in Power Systems
Power systems are under continuous changes, and due to the dynamic nature of
power systems, each of these changes leads to an oscillatory response from the power
system. The changes causing electromechanical oscillations in power systems are from
a number of different sources, such as varying power demands and power generation
in the system, connections and disconnections of transmission lines, the power system
network’s properties, fast exciters or negative interaction from controllers. [3],[10]
The power system oscillations are observable in most of the system variables which
can be measured, including variables like bus voltages, transmission line currents
and generator speed deviations. There are several modes of oscillation concurrently
present at all times in power systems. An example of an oscillation mode is shown
in Figure 1. Some oscillations modes are more dominant than others, and can be
observed in most of the system variables over wide areas while others are contained
within limited areas. Although, electromechanical oscillations exist in all power
systems, and are an inseparable part of them, they can lead into partial or full
blackouts in some cases, if not properly controlled or damped. [3],[10]
Figure 1: An example of decaying oscillation mode.
A core concept of power systems oscillations is small signal stability, which is
a part of the phase angle instability problem. Small signal stability describes the
capability of the interconnected power system’s synchronous generators to remain in
synchronism under various disturbances. It is the power system’s ability to maintain
balance between electromechanical and mechanical torques in each of the synchronous
5machines in the system. This electromagnetic torque is the result of two components,
synchronizing torque and damping torque, which are in phase with rotor angle
and speed deviation respectively. Insufficient damping torque causes low frequency
oscillations in power systems. [3]
In general, four oscillation properties are the most relevant when electromechanical
oscillations are measured. The properties are frequency, decay time, amplitude and
phase. They are illustrated in Figure 2. [11]
The frequency of oscillations, or alternatively the period of the oscillation cycle,
is a core property of all oscillations. The amplitude of oscillation is also of interest
since it determines the initial and overall impact of that oscillation mode on the
system. Oscillations with lower amplitudes are less relevant than those with higher
ones. [3]
The third property is the oscillation mode’s decay time which is the time it takes
for the oscillations to decay away from their peak value. When damping control
is applied to the power system, it is better to use the term damping rather than
decaying since the oscillations are in the case of damping forced to decay rather than
allowed to naturally oscillate. The mode shape of the oscillation is relevant when
two or more oscillation modes oscillate against or in synchronization with each other.
[11],[12]
The damping and frequency of electromechanical oscillations can be modified in
various ways. Although the oscillations can not be entirely removed, a good damping
for them is sufficient. The frequency and damping of existing modes may change or
new modes may emerge, as changes are introduced into the system through damping
control. [12]
Figure 2: The four main oscillation mode properties: a) mode frequency, b) mode
decay time, c) mode amplitude and d) mode phase. [11]
Electromechanical oscillations are classified into five main types of oscillations
by their interaction characteristics. The five types of oscillation are local mode
oscillations, interarea mode oscillations, intraplant mode oscillations, torsional modes
6between rotating plants and control mode oscillations. [12] ,[13]
2.1.1 Local Oscillation Modes
In local mode, one generator or small group of generators oscillates against the rest
of the system at natural frequencies typically between around 1.0 to 2.0 Hz. The
impact of the oscillations is localized to the generator and the line connecting it to
the grid. Local mode oscillation problems are the ones most commonly encountered
and are often caused by high response exciters or other controls. The characteristics
of local mode oscillations are well understood and they can be reliably and locally
damped by power system stabilizers (PSS). [3],[10],[12],[13]
2.1.2 Interarea Oscillation Modes
Interarea modes are associated with generators in one area of the system oscillating
against generators in other areas of the system and their characteristics are more
complex than those of the local modes. Interarea mode is associated with long weak
transmission lines and heavy power transfer in the power system, and it is observed
over a large part of the power system network. The natural oscillation frequencies of
interarea modes are often in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 Hz. The damping of interarea
mode oscillations involves controlling more than one electronic utility and often
requires the cooperation of all associated machines to arrive at the most effective
and economical solution. [10],[12],[13],[14]
2.1.3 Other Oscillation Modes
The third type of oscillations is the intraplant mode where the synchronous generators
on the same generation site oscillate against each other. The typical intraplant
mode oscillations have higher frequencies of 1.5 to 3.0 Hz depending on the local
configurations of the system, the rest of the power system is generally unaffected by
intraplant mode oscillations. [10],[13],[14]
The fourth type of oscillations is torsional mode oscillations which are associated
with rotational mechanical components. They can happen at series capacitor com-
pensated power systems when the capacitor interacts at the natural frequency of the
network, and the frequencies are typically at the sub-synchronous frequency range.
[3],[12],[13]
The last type of oscillations are control mode oscillations which are mainly
associated with generators and their poorly tuned exciters, and other equipment and
controllers such as turbine governors, HVDC converters or SVC controls. Additionally,
different loads and excitation systems can interact through control modes. The
observability of the control modes largely depends on the equipment they originate
and vary from local observability to wide-area observability. Control mode oscillations,
typically around 1.5 to 3.0 Hz, are hard to damp in such a way that adequate damping
is achieved for all control modes. [10],[12],[13]
72.2 Wide-Area Measurement Systems
The prominence of wide-area measurement and control systems for power systems
has risen from the need to combat the stability and security challenges of large
interconnected power systems which have been threatened by electromechanical
oscillations in the past. [2],[5]
The traditional methods for damping electromechanical oscillations, such as power
systems stabilizers or other local damping controllers can not be entirely trusted
to handle interarea oscillations reliably in an effective way at all times, since these
methods lack the coordination and observability of the power system over a wider
area. A continuous wide-area monitoring and control brings observability and other
control advantages which the traditional methods lack, and therefore a substantial
amount of research and development has gone into the application of wide-area
signals for monitoring and controlling power system stability. [2],[4],[5]
The advancements done in wide-area measurement systems (WAMS) and wide-
area monitoring and control systems (WAMCs) allow the remote measuring of many
power system signals over a wide-area at the various substations of the power system.
A great advantage of wide-area measurement is the capability to monitor the dynam-
ics of the power system centrally, and with the support of a good communication
infrastructure the monitoring can be done in real time. This has opened new possi-
bilities in power system design, automation and control, and enabled the deployment
of solutions which are effective against system-wide disturbances. [2],[5]
One of the many advancements in the field of the wide-area measurement of
power systems is the development of phasor measurement units (PMUs) which are
used for measuring power system signals. A PMU is a digital device which extracts
current and voltage measurements, referred sometimes as synchrophasors, based
on a synchronized reference time signal. In PMU-based wide-area measurement
systems, the phasor measurements are taken from the various locations of the power
system for a wide coverage and the time synchronized signals enable them to be
collected at centralized control centers for further processing and power system control.
[15],[16],[17],[18]
Although wide-area measurement systems and control schemes have solved some
previous problems, they have also raised a new set of challenges for power system
monitoring and control. The communication between remote locations and over
long distances has introduced data loss, corruption and latency into the monitoring
and control systems. The first two of these problems can be adequately mitigated
through state estimation and various data reconstruction techniques, but the use
of these techniques further contributes to the third challenge, latency, due to the
increased data processing and transmission requirements. Furthermore, the data
propagation of signals through communication networks with variable congestion
levels and complexities alone amounts to an increased latency in the control and
monitoring systems. [2],[5],[19]
8Figure 3: The functional layers of wide-area measurement systems. [20]
The phasor measurement units are used to add synchrophasor measurements into
many electricity utilities worldwide. They provide additional data from important
substations on the power system to entire power systems critically depending on
the PMU measurements. The functional layers of a wide-area measurement system
are shown in Figure 3. The first layer is where PMUs are located and where the
measurements are taken from the power system substations or from the power lines.
In the data management layer the PMU measurements are collected and sorted into
a time synchronized data set through varying levels of concentration. The third layer
presents the applications which use the time synchronized measurements provided by
the data management layer. The communication network used in data transmission
impacts between the layer interfaces. [21],[22]
The phasor measurements are used by various applications and the four main
applications in monitoring and control systems are state estimation and monitoring,
instability prediction, adaptive relaying and improved control of the power system.
[15],[16],[21]
State estimation and monitoring is one of the most crucial parts of wide-area
measurement systems. It relies on the capability of PMUs to relay continuous data
to control and monitoring center at high rates. This data can be then used for
monitoring and the calculation of power system dynamics. [19]
The online prediction of instabilities is also possible in real time with the help of
synchrophasors. Additionally, adaptive relaying can be done dynamically through
the use of PMUs making the responses to power swings in the system better than
other solutions, such as simulation-based contingencies. [19]
Lastly, the phasor measurements can be used to provide direct feedback from
a wide-area to the various controllers improving the dynamic control of the power
system. The usage of wide-area information removes the need for relying solely on
local feedback and on power system models which do not necessarily correlate to the
actual conditions of the power system. [19],[16],[17]
As stated earlier, the data from phasor measurements units is transmitted and
collected at local level, and then further transmitted into data concentration points.
A typical data concentration hierarchy of a PMU-based measuring system is shown
in Figure 4, and there are often either one or two levels of data concentration before
9any applications. The devices at the next levels of the hierarchy above PMUs are
known as phasor data concentrators (PDCs). [15],[19],[23]
The phasor data concentrators gather data from several PMUs, reject bad or
invalid data, synchronize it based on timestamps and create a coherent record of
simultaneously measured data of the power system. The synchronized timestamped
set is then forwarded by the PDCs to the next level of data concentration or to the
applications using the data. [17],[21]
In addition to PMUs and PDCs, other components typically considered part of
these monitoring and control systems are the applications themselves (generators,
exciters, compensators etc.) and the communication network. [21],[22]
Figure 4: The hierarchy of the phasor measurement units (PMUs) and phasor data
concentrators (PDCs). [17]
The response requirements of real time use and the propagation of data over wide-
areas highlight not only the importance of the performance of each individual device
or application in the power system but also the importance of the communication
infrastructure. Therefore, the importance of the communication network and its
role as a possible bottleneck in the architecture of wide-area measurement systems
is significant. The delays in the system information and the quality of the remote
data from PMUs depends on the communication infrastructure’s capabilities and its
architecture. [22]
The operating principles and roles of each of these components is further expanded
in the upcoming subsections.
2.3 Wide-Area Measurement System Components
This chapter covers the four main components present wide-area measurement systems.
The first section covers a generic phasor measurement unit and its operating principles,
the second section gives an overview of a phasor data concentrator and its operating
principles.
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The third section covers typical applications or instruments used in wide-area
measurement systems. The last section gives an overview of various communication
networks and protocols used in wide-area measurement systems.
2.3.1 Generic PMU
The PMUs available differ from each other in many ways depending on the manufac-
turer and the compliance to the feature levels defined in the synchrophasor standard,
and thus it is not feasible to discuss and describe a PMU hardware configuration
that would apply to each device. Therefore, a generic PMU and its main components
and functionalities are described here which is sufficient to give an overview of the
subject. The main standard for phasor measurement units and their applications is
IEEE C37.118. The main components of a PMU are illustrated in Figure 5. [17],[24]
Figure 5: The main components of the phasor measurement unit (PMU). [17]
The main function of a phasor measurement unit is the measurement of syn-
chrophasors. A phasor is a complex number that represents both the magnitude and
phase angle of voltage and current sinusoidal waveforms at a specific point in time.
The sinusoidal waveform and phasor representation is shown in Figure 6. The PMUs
measure voltage, current, and frequency phasors using the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT), and can detect transients or surges within milliseconds of their occurrence.
They can additionally determine other analogue and digital measurements such as
frequency, the rate of change of frequency or circuit breaker status. [16],[17]
One of the most significant features of the phasor measurements units are their
high precision timestamps which are recorded at the source. The use of timestamps
allows the PMU data to be later synchronized, sorted and compared despite coming
in at different times. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is widely used to provide
the timestamp for the phasor measurements. [17],[18]
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Figure 6: The sinusoidal waveform and the correlation to its phasor, or complex
form. [18]
A phasor measurement unit obtains voltage and current as analog inputs from
the secondary windings of the current and voltage transformers. The output is the
corresponding positive sequence current or voltage phasor. The current and voltage
signals are converted to voltages that match the requirements of the analog-to-digital
converters and the sampling rate of the sampling process determines the frequency
response of the anti-aliasing filters. [16],[17]
Typically, these analog filters have a cut-off frequency that satisfies the Nyquist
criterion, less than half of the sampling frequency. The phasor measurements have a
small uncertainty, as the magnitude and angle are affected by the noise in the analog
input signal caused by the electronic equipment of the power system. [16],[17]
Because of this uncertainty, higher sampling rates are desirable since they correlate
to more accurate estimations and are used to minimize measurements errors. Longer
data windows also reduce errors. Sampling rates have steadily increased over the
years and modern PMUs have high sampling rates. [16],[17],[18]
The sampling clock is a phase-locked oscillator with the GPS clock pulse and the
phasor microprocessor in a PMU handles the calculations of the signals, creates the
timestamp from two of the time signals originating from the GPS receiver and forms
the PMU data file to be sent through the modem to a central location. [17]
Phasors are dependent on the number of samples, and data windowing and
filtering is used to smoothen the spectrum of frequency and reduce time domain
discontinuation caused overshoot of the signal. Positive-sequence measurements are
carried out from all three-phase currents and voltages and a PMU can have several
different feeders originating in the substation or voltages from various buses in the
substation. [16],[17]
There are two types of PMUs defined by the synchrophasor standard, the P-class
and the M-class, based on the intended applications of the PMUs. The P-class PMUs
are aimed for support applications which require responding to dynamic changes
with minimal delay. The M-class PMUs avoid signal aliasing, have longer latency
and are intended for support applications able to withstand longer delays but being
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affected by signal aliasing. [24]
The synchrophasor standard defines four file types for the phasor measurement
units. Header files, configuration files and data files are generated by the PMUs, and
the last one, command file, is used for communicating with higher level infrastructure
such as a PDC. The first bytes in a PMU data frame are used to synchronize the
data transfer and the last part is a check sum which marks the end of the data
transmission. The frame size defines the size of the whole data structure and the
following blocks are used for unique id which identifies the unit, and provides the
correct timestamp for the reported data. The structure of the synchrophasor format
is further illustrated in Table 1. The length of the data section is defined in the
PMU configuration. These data files contain the phasor measurements and any other
related measurements, such as frequency or the rate of change of frequency. [17],[25]
Table 1: Phasor packet components and data length. [25]
Component Bytes
Header 16
Phasors 32
Frequency 4
Frequency Deviation 4
Discrete Values 2
Checksum 2
Total 60
The computed synchrophasors are transmitted through a communication medium
to a higher level of application hierarchy often at a rate of 10 – 60 Hz depending
on the frequency of the power system. The synchrophasor standard IEEE C37.118
requires all PMUs to operate at frequencies which are divisors of the frequency of
the power system, as shown in Table 2. [24]
Table 2: Required PMU operating frequencies defined in the IEEE C37.118 standard.
[24]
Rates for a 50 Hz power system (Hz)
10 25 50
Rates for a 60 Hz power system (Hz)
10 12 20 30 60
The receiving device is often a phasor data concentrator responsible for collecting
and handling several PMU signals since the synchrophasors are rarely used locally
but are transmitted from remote locations. [18]
2.3.2 Generic PDC
The phasor data concentrator (PDC) receives the synchrophasor measurements from
the phasor measurement units. A PDC can be a software solution running on a
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general computer or a specific hardware solution. The main function of a PDC is to
filter out erroneous measurements, sort the measurements based on the timestamp
on their frame and downsample or upsample them, and then store the sorted data
set and forward it to other applications, such as power system control. [17],[26],[27]
The PDC works by receiving the incoming phasor measurements, sorting them
on their arrival and waiting for the rest of the measurements of that timestamp to
arrive before storing and forwarding them. The sorting algorithm for PDCs is not
specified by any standard and most vendors consider the details of the algorithms as
confidential. [17],[26]
The incoming measurements are stored in the input buffer while the PDC waits
to receive the rest of them. The input buffer determines the time the measurements
are stored and it has a maximum size or wait time. The input buffer typically
contains the measurements for the past 1 – 4 seconds after which the measurements
are discarded. Additionally, the PDC has a time-out parameter which is applied
individually for each timestamp once the PDC receives the first measurement of that
particular timestamp. The time-out determines the maximum wait time between
the first and the last measurement of a given timestamp. The data flows of a PDC
are illustrated in Figure 7. [17],[26],[27]
Sorting the data without the time-out parameter is possible but it has the
drawback of waiting for the buffer to be full. This works reasonably well when
network delay is minimal or no significant packet loss occurs, but in practice this is
not feasible. [20],[21],[22]
Figure 7: The data flows of a phasor data concentrator (PDC). [26]
The purpose for assigning a time-out for each arriving timestamped PMU mea-
surement is to solve the problem of irregular network propagation delays. The real
time application of wide-area monitoring and control systems is hurt by waiting for an
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excessive amount of time for each measurement. The selection of the time-out param-
eter has many consequences on the monitoring and control system. The advantage
of a time-out is a ceiling for the waiting time and to detect when the waiting time
exceeds the time-out parameter. A too small time-out parameter can increase the
data incompleteness of the system as the PDC might forward the data as incomplete
since all measurements have not had enough time to arrive. [20],[21],[22],[26]
On the opposite side, a too long waiting time adds more delay to the measurement
propagation but can improve the data completeness of the system since the phasor
data concentrator waits longer for incoming measurements. In the case of a time-out,
the PDC sends the data set incomplete, complements the missing data with previous
values, or disregards the data set altogether based on the configuration of the PDC.
[20],[22],[26]
The PDC has also the option to downsample the measurement data by systemati-
cally discarding data from the processing buffer. The downsampling of synchrophasor
frames to a lower rate of frames is used to add flexibility or scalability for the benefit
of other applications in wide-area measurement systems. The output options for
phasor data concentrators are numerous, such as direct interfaces to a SCADA, EMS
systems, some control systems or another PDC on a higher level of data concentration
hierarchy. [18],[26]
2.3.3 Applications
Many different applications can utilize PMU-based measuring systems and the main
focus in the past has been in the development of applications intended for measuring
or assessing power systems dynamics, along with adding control to the power systems.
Applications for power system state estimation, protection and instability prediction,
already previously mentioned in Section 2.2, are some of the main purposes of
wide-area measurement systems. The phasor measurement units have replaced and
more often augmented the older measurement systems and allowed the development
of entirely new monitoring and control schemes not previously possible for various
reasons, such as low sampling rates or lack of time synchronization. [23],[28]
Some examples of more specific PMU-based applications are various fault event
monitoring systems, fault location and detecting systems or Loss of Mains (LOM)
systems dealing with generator disconnections within the power system. Other appli-
cations include harmonic estimation applications and power system load modeling
which uses synchrophasors for power system state estimation. [23],[28],[29]
In the case of wide-area monitoring and control systems the use of synchrophasors
allows for smart control centers which coordinate the damping control in the power
system, and devices such as breakers, excitation systems and compensators can be
controlled more intelligently. Additionally, the data inputs of various control devices,
such as static VAR compensator (SVC) damping controllers or thyristor controlled
series capacitor (TCSC) damping controllers, high voltage DC (HVDC) controllers or
flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS), can be complemented with synchrophasor
data. [1],[30]
In addition, there are various generic power system controllers or stabilizers using
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PMU-measurements for wide-area damping control. Global power system stabilizers
use remote feedback control in addition to the local control schemes, and supervisory
power system stabilizers (SPSS) apply information gathered from many substations
to improve the cooperation between local power system stabilizers. [7]
2.3.4 Communication Network
The components of the communication network are significant factors in determining
the overall performance and capabilities of wide-area measurement systems. The
potentially long transmission distances and demands for data completeness in PMU-
based measuring systems, and the real time requirements of these systems set
quite high demands and restrictions for the communication network. In the basic
communication model the PMUs are connected through local area networks (LAN)
into wide-area networks (WAN) responsible for data transmission over the power
system, shown in Figure 8. This section mainly concentrates on the WAN aspects of
the communication network since their total contribution generally has more impact
when compared to local connections. [22],[31]
Figure 8: A typical wide-area communication model showing LAN and WAN con-
nections between local and control centers. [31]
The type of communication link and the complexity of the communication network
can be the largest contributors to the total performance of the network. The
available communication methods for transmitting phasor measurement data used
are numerous, and both wireless and wired mediums are utilized. However, wired
options are more common and generally better over longer distances in terms of
latency, packet loss and data corruption. [16],[17]
The two most important aspects of data transfer for synchrophasors are channel
capacity and latency. Communication latency is one of the key factors determining
the performance of a wide area monitoring and control system. In addition, network
protocol and network congestion levels determine the communication delay between
each data transmission interface. Generally, the wide-area measurement systems
involve small amounts of data but at high transmission rates. While modern com-
munication links should not have problems with data transmission capacity, this is
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not the case with some older transmission methods. However, these older methods
often suffer already from latency issues due to their low data transmission speeds.
[16],[17],[22]
Telephone lines, fiber optics or power line communication lines are commonly
used wired options, and the wireless options are mainly limited to communication
links based on satellites when long distances are concerned. The communication
links have each their own channel capacities and topologies which further affect the
network performance and result in different latencies. [17],[16]
In addition to the communication links and the topology of the communication
network, other significant factors affecting the performance of the communication
network are the various network transfer protocols which are used for data encapsula-
tion and transmission. Several communication protocols are also possible, including
but not limited to Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) and Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3). Additionally, the communication
network’s performance depends on the complexity and congestion of the network
through signal routing. Furthermore, the data transmission network architectures
can be divided into two main categories which are dedicated networks and shared
networks. [22],[32]
Dedicated networks are networks with direct communication links, point-to-point
connections, dedicated to the sole use of the wide-area measurement systems. They
are reliable, secure and provide high speed for data transmission, and thus minimize
the effects of delays and congestions in the network. [16],[22]
Shared networks are not only dedicated to the use of wide-area measurement
systems but share it with other applications, systems and users. They are wide-area
networks which often use TCP/IP -protocol for data transmission, and can have
issues with routing, congestion and packet loss, unlike dedicated networks. [16],[22]
In general, the preferred communication medium for PMU-based measurement
systems are fiber-optic data links. Fiber-optics have high channel capacity and high
data rates, and are immune to electromagnetic interference contributing to decreased
signal noise. Fiber-optics are also cost effective with low operating cost and without
any licensing fees. [17],[22]
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3 Delays in Wide-Area Measurement Systems
In this chapter the delays in wide-area measurement systems are researched and
identified for a power system with a single wide-area damping controller. The sources
for latency are covered and their overall impact on the power system as a whole is
evaluated. The results and conclusions are applied to the power system simulations
covered later in Chapter 4.
First, a general overview of delays in wide-area measurement systems is provided,
followed by a more detailed coverage on the individually identifiable sources for
latency. In the detailed coverage some general values for delay are provided for
the sake of clarity but they are further expanded in the last section about previous
research done into wide-area measurement delays.
3.1 Overview of Delays
The strict time requirements of real time wide-area monitoring and control systems
were already already previously briefly highlighted in Chapter 2. For a proper
understanding about the capabilities of a wide-area measurement system, the delays
and time requirements have to be identified, analyzed and responses to emergency
phenomena in the power system under certain time limits have to be known. [5]
A common challenge in the deployment of synchrophasor control applications
is the possibility of the inadequate performance of the supporting information
communication infrastructure. However, there are many other sources for delays in
wide-area monitoring and control systems, and they can be traced to the various
processes and components in the system architecture. Figure 9 gives an overview
of both the common system components and the various delays associated with
PMU-based wide-area measurement systems. [20],[26]
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Figure 9: Illustration of PMU-based wide-area measurement system and its associated
delays. [20]
Some clearly identifiable sources for delay are the processing and execution times
of the various devices, such as the PMU measurement and processing delay, the PDC
sorting and processing delay, the control calculation and control actuation time. [20]
The communication network is a crucial part of a wide area control system and
can be a possible bottleneck in the architecture of these systems. The communication
protocols, communication load, transmission distance and channels are among the
key factors in determining the communication delay. Depending on the specifics of
the power system, data transmission and communication delays over the network
between the various components and the actuator related delays usually accumulate
several times since the measurement, control calculation and execution take place at
physically different locations. [2],[20]
If non-dedicated communication channels are used in these systems, they often
add further delays due to their associated complexities, levels of congestion and data
transmission limitations compared with those communication networks which are
dedicated to the power system use only. [2],[21]
In order to describe the total chain of delays, a concept of end-to-end delay has to
be introduced. The end-to-end delay describes the total delay for a particular variable
from the moment of its measurement to the time when control actuation based on its
value has an impact on the power system. Therefore, the total end-to-end delay of a
phasor measurement signal from the time of sampling to the moment it has impact
on the power system through damping control is the following:
τete = τpmu + τc1 + τpdc + τc2 + τctrl + τc3 + τact (1)
where τpmu is the PMU measuring and processing delay, τci are the data transmission
delays, τpdc is the PDC processing and waiting delay, τctrl is the time taken to compute
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control action and τact the time it takes for the particular actuator to apply the
control.
The following subsections cover each of these delays, shown in equation (1), in
more detail and describe their causes and magnitudes on the overall delay structure.
3.1.1 Phasor Measurement and Processing Delays
The PMU delay is the total time it takes for the sensor to perform synchronized
sampling, phasor calculation and data encapsulation. The delay is primarily caused
by transducers, Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) window size and processing time,
the data size of the PMU output, and multiplexing and transitions. Typically,
the most time consuming process is the calculation of the frequency from positive
sequence three phase signals. [4],[16],[33]
Transducer delays are caused by the voltage transducers and current transducers
that are used to measure the voltages and currents at sampling time. The window
size of the DFT is the number of samples required to compute the phasors using
DFT and the processing time is the time it takes to convert the transducer data
into phasor information using Discrete Fourier Transform. The correlation between
latency, the assigned timestamp, the phasor estimation window and processing time
is illustrated in Figure 10. [16],[24]
The total delay for a PMU is the following:
τpmu = τmea + τproc (2)
where τmea is the measuring latency mainly caused by the sampling window and τproc
is the processing delay of phasor calculation. [24]
Figure 10: The structure of PMU latency consisting of phasor estimation and
processing time. [34]
While the PMU delay is somewhat hardware and settings bound, it is possible
to determine the maximum latency for any PMU that fulfills the requirements of
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the synchrophasor standard C37.118.1. This standard defines a maximum reporting
latency for P-class and M-class PMUs based on their sampling frequency. Equation
(3) applies for P-class PMUs and (4) applies for M-class PMUs. The reporting latency
is the time it takes for the timestamped measurement to become available at the
PMU output. [24]
τPmax =
2
f
(3)
and
τMmax =
7
f
(4)
where f is the reporting frequency of the particular PMU.
As an example, a common PMU operating frequency of 50 Hz would allow a
maximum delay of 40 ms for each phasor measurement in the case of a P-class
PMU. In addition, the floor value for delay between two consecutive measurements
is dependent on the PMU sampling frequency. An operating frequency of 50 Hz
would result in a minimal delay of 20 ms between two consecutive measurements
regardless of other delays in the system. [24],[34]
However, it should be noted that occasional processing spikes may occur causing
random delay jitter regardless of the compliance to the synchrophasor standard. The
delay introduced to the system by a PMU can be considered a fixed delay for most
cases since the time required to measure and calculate the phasors remains relatively
constant. The delay caused by PMUs sets a floor value for the overall latency of the
wide-area measurement system. [19],[24],[34]
3.1.2 PDC Processing and Waiting Delays
The delay of a PDC depends mainly on the processing time of the sorting algorithm
and the PDC waiting time spent waiting for a full set of PMU measurements. The
PDC delay is affected by the number of PMUs, the time-out parameter and the
maximum transmission time from the PMUs. [17],[18]
Downsampling and upsampling have their own unique effects on the delay. Ad-
ditionally, dedicated PDC hardware generally achieves lower processing times than
software based solutions. Many PDC devices allow large amounts of PMU connections,
without any performance penalties. [22],[27]
A phasor data sorting algorithm will group the measurements from the same
timestamp to form a data set while the measurements are arriving to the PDC.
These data sets will be forwarded to the other applications once the timestamped
buffer is full or the timeout parameter is exceeded. This process was illustrated in
Figure 7 in Subsection 2.3.2. [21],[22]
The PDC processing delay is thus the following:
τpdc = τproc + Tw (5)
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where τproc is the delay associated with the PDC processing and sorting of the
timestamped data, and Tw is the PDC waiting time. [27]
The PDC latency contributes towards the absolute latency of the PMU measure-
ments from the moment they were measured based on their timestamp. The PDC
waiting time consists of waiting for all the measurements to arrive, or alternatively
from the time-out parameter. This structure is shown through an example in Figure
11, where all the measurements have arrived before the assigned time-out parameter
expired. [27]
Figure 11: The structure of PDC latency in a system with four PMUs. [27]
The PDC waiting time is dependent on the delays caused by data transmission and
PMUs, and the processing delay is unknown without knowledge of the particular PDC.
It would be possible to derive a general processing time estimate for a synchronization
algorithm from the requirements of the sorting and synchronization tasks even if the
specifics of the algorithm are not known. [17],[20],[21]
The PDC acts as a bottleneck since it waits for all PMU measurements to arrive
before it forwards all the measurements from the timestamped buffer. If the network
experiences significant delays or packet loss, there is no way to determine the waiting
time for the data in the buffer. In phasor data concentrators the PMU packet with
the longest transmission and processing time determines the maximum waiting time
Tw. [21],[22]
Tw = max(τpmui) i = 1...N (6)
where N is the number of PMUs connected to the PDC and τpmui is the data
transmission and processing time for each PMU.
The use of time-out parameter mitigates the problem of excessive waiting. The
total PDC delay in addition to the processing time is the function of time-out
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parameters and the time it takes for data to arrive at the PDC. Finally, this gives
the complete general PDC delay τpdc which consists of the processing time and either
the time-out parameter or the maximum waiting time.
τpdc = τproc +min(Tw|Tto) (7)
where τproc is the time it takes to process and sort the data, Tw is the waiting time
and Tto is the time-out parameter. [20],[21]
Tests [27] show that the equation (8) applies for many hardware PDC solutions
and the general mean PDC processing latency is tied to the operating rate of the
device.
τproc ≤ 23f (8)
where f is the reporting rate of the PDC. [27]
The PDC processing time is sometimes not considered at all since in most cases
τproc << min(Tw|Tto) applies and in many applications the PDC processing delay,
typically 10 to 20 ms, has little impact on the overall end-to-end delay. [20],[21]
The selection of the timeout parameter Tto has significant effect on the delay
added by the phasor data concentrator. Discarded data set, incomplete data or
packet loss can be interpreted as a delay from the point of view of the applications.
A PDC operating at 50 Hz causes a complete or partial delay of 20 ms at minimum
when a data set is discarded or forwarded as incomplete since the applications have
to operate with measurements from previous cycles. [26]
The effect of the timeout parameter on delay and how to decide it has been
researched and some methods [26] have been suggested. Generally lower latency is
favored over data completeness. [21],[26]
3.1.3 Control and Actuator Delays
There is no universal way to determine the processing times for control calculation
or control command execution time. Literature review into reports and research
done on many power system control systems suggests a wide range of different values
depending on the properties of each system. In many distributed control systems,
the time delays on local level control applications are usually less than 10 ms. [7]
Wide-area control application delays vary from the order of milliseconds for
simple controllers to the order of tens of milliseconds in the case of more complicated
computation applications, and even up to 100 ms in some critical decision applications,
or protective safety applications. Several wide-area controller systems which have
seen use, suggest control action computation delays of 40 – 50 ms for certain devices
and systems. [4],[23],[35],[36]
3.1.4 Communication Delays
Data transmission delays are entirely dependent on the amounts of data transmitted,
and the properties of the communication network. Data transmission latency is a
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subject of great interest and study, and the effects of various networks types and
configuration have been widely studied. For actual values for typical communication
delays, consult the later Section 3.2. This subsection provides a general overview to
the composition of communication delays. [7],[37],[17]
The common types of delay that occur in communication systems are serial delays,
in-between packet delays, routing delays and propagation delays. Serial delays are
caused by having to send one bit of data after another. Serial delays occur also
between packets denoting the time between consecutive packets being sent. Routing
delays are the time required for data to be sent through a router and resent to another
location. One routing phenomenon is congestion, which occurs when large amount
of signals are to be routed through a single router. Congestion results in additional
latency and increases the variability and uncertainty of the latency. Propagation
delays are the time it takes to transmit data over the communication medium. Figure
12 illustrates the communication delays associated with data transmission from a
phasor measurement unit to a phasor data concentrator. [7],[37]
In wide-area measurement systems the phasor data is typically transmitted in
the form of packets. The packets are formatted as a block of information according
to the phasor data structure explained in Subsection 2.3.1. [17],[37]
Therefore, a typical transmission packet delay would represented as
τc = τs + τb + τp + τr + θ (9)
where τs is the serial delay, τb is the delay between two consecutive packets, τp is the
propagation delay which occurs in the transmission of data over the communication
medium and τr stands for routing delay which is introduced by the routers while
forwarding the data. Lastly, the random delay jitter is represented by θ. [16],[22],[37]
The serial delay can be defined as the delay between two consecutive bits as
τs =
Ps
Dr
(10)
where Ps is the size of the packet (bits/packet) and Dr is the data rate of the network.
[22],[37]
The propagation delay is dependent on the length of the communication link and
the velocity of data transmission as
τp =
L
V
(11)
where L is the link length and V is the velocity of data transmission. They are
dependent on the physical distances involved in the communication network and the
types of communication links used. [22],[37]
Lastly, routers are an important part of the communication infrastructure in
wide-area measurement systems, especially in systems using shared communication
networks. Their contribution to the communication delay depends on many factors,
such as level of traffic, hardware properties, network complexity and protocols.
Several methods for approximation of routing delays exist in telecommunication and
computer engineering. [37]
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Figure 12: Communication delays associated with data transfer between a PMU and
a PDC. [22]
3.2 Reports on Delays in Wide-Area Measurement Systems
General system design principles assume the phasor measurement time delay for a
power system to be in the scope of 100 ms [2]. This degree of latency has notable
impact on feedback control in many time sensitive applications. Furthermore, a mean
delay of 200 ms is typically seen as a tolerable general margin for most wide-area
measurement systems. [1],[5],[11]
It has been approximated that individual delay contributions are on average
in the range of 20 to 50 ms over each component in the system. Research into
communication delays shows that they vary from tens to several hundred milliseconds.
These approximation do not include packet loss, corruption or disconnections in
communication network. [2],[5]
The chain of WAMS latency is illustrated in Figure 13 and the possible impact of
the various phases of the chain is reflected by the relative sizes of those latencies. The
dominance of the phasor computation window and the potential effects of transmission
delay can be seen clearly from the illustration. [11]
Figure 13: The relative impact of various delays on one way delay depending on
circumstance. [11]
A general consequence of latency is the introduction of phase lag into the damping
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system before any control action is taken. In addition, phase lag contributes towards
slower control responses contributing further to instabilities. For these reasons alone
the effects of delays should be considered in damping control design. [16],[38]
PMU processing delay research [19] estimates the delays to be about 75 ms on
the hardware used at time of the research. Other studies and sources suggest a PMU
processing and measuring delay of 30 to 40 ms on newer hardware [4]. Research [39]
at Hydro-Quebec in Canada estimated the one way latency values, shown in Table 3,
for that PMU-based system to be around 110 ms.
Table 3: The one way PMU data latency at Hydro-Quebec Power System. [19],[39]
Source Latency
PMU processing time 73 ms
Local data concentration 16 ms
Central data concentration 10 ms
2000 km in optical fiber 10 ms
Total estimated latency 109 ms
In a protective WAMC system [36], research and estimations suggested latency
values presented in Table 4 for a PMU system on a shared IP-based wide-area
network using fiber optics and optimized connections. However, the information
on the specifics and configurations of the devices involved are limited in these
aforementioned studies.
Table 4: The data latency in IP-based shared network in a certain protective WAMC
system. [36]
Source Latency
Sensor processing time 5 ms
Transmission time of information 10 ms
Processing incoming message queue 10 ms
Computing time for decision 100 ms
Transmission of control signal 10 ms
Operating time of local device 50 ms
Total estimated latency 185 ms
Implementations and experiences of a wide-area HVDC damping control done in
China Southern Power Grid [4] found out a total delay in their WAMS to be around
110 ms. It was a PMU-based system where several PMUs and HVDC damping
controllers were connected to a control center through a high speed optic-fiber network.
The findings are shown in Table 5 in more detail. [4]
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Table 5: The latencies of a wide-area measurement system in China Southern Power
Grid. [4]
Source Latency
PMU data processing 40 ms
Fiber optic communication < 15 ms
Data processing and waiting 15 ms
Control execution 40 ms
Total estimated latency 110 ms
Research into communication delays suggests that fiber-optic delays are largely
independent of the distances due to their high data rate but other methods for
communication are dependent on distances and other factors. Several studies done
into the use of fiber optics in wide-area measurement systems have reported delays
under 15 ms. [4],[16],[26]
Further research [26] also shows that fiber-optic communication delays in certain
TCP/IP networks can be modeled as bi-modal distributions and in fiber optic
communication systems the mean delays are in range of 9 – 15 ms. The effect of
excessive delays and spikes contributes to the deviation σ of the distribution more
than to the mean delay µ. The observed parameters for unprocessed PMU data are
shown in Table 6. [16],[26]
Table 6: Empirical results for unprocessed PMU data latency distribution in a
fiber-optic TCP/IP network. [26]
Bi-modal distribution parameters
µ1= 7.5 – 13 ms σ1= 0.5 – 2.5 ms
µ2= 16 – 18 ms σ2= 1.6 – 4.0 ms
Some typical propagation delays associated with various communication links are
shown in Table 7 based on [16], and the results have been augmented with previous
findings on communication delays.
Table 7: Associated one way delays with various communication links. [16]
Communication link Associated delay
Fiber optic cables 10 – 15 ms
Digital microwave links 25 – 75 ms
Power line 75 – 275 ms
Telephone lines 125 – 225 ms
Satellite link 425 – 625 ms
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4 Simulation of Delays
This chapter covers the power system model and its power system simulation imple-
mentation with time delays in the measurement system. First, a general overview of
the studied power system and the simulation methods is provided, and then three
different power system simulation models with different properties are presented.
Finally, the delay implementation which was added to the power system simulation
is described and the methods to be used to analyze the results later in Chapter 5 are
discussed.
4.1 Power System Simulation
The studied power system is a two-area four generator system [9] which has two
load areas and two generation areas. The diagram of the system is shown in Figure
14. Generators G1 and G2 represent the main cluster of machines in Area 1, and
generators G3 and G4 the machine cluster in Area 2. The two areas are connected
by two transmission lines at bus 101. The constant system loads in the model are at
buses 4 and 14 for both areas. The original power system model did not contain the
phasor measurement units but were added next to each of the four generators at the
buses 1, 2, 11 and 12.
In total, three different power systems based on the same template were used to
study the effects of delays on oscillation damping control. The three power systems
have slightly different properties resulting in different behavior and natural oscillation
modes. The goal of using three different systems was to use them to find common
behavior or patters when delays were introduced into the systems. The properties of
the simulation models and their natural oscillation modes are presented in Section
4.1.
The wide-area damping was done by a model predictive control (MPC) damping
controller which had been previously developed [40]. A summary of the controller
can be found in Subsection 4.1.2. The wide-area monitoring and control scheme used
in these simulations is illustrated in Figure 15.
The measurements travel through the wide-area network from the PMUs to the
phasor data concentrator and continue to an imagined control center from which
they are sent to each of the generation sites. The controller applies its control signal
to the generator exciters which adjust the generator speeds.
The simulated power systems do not contain any local power system stabilizers
(PSS) since the goal was to study the effects of delays on the wide-area damping
control alone. It was assumed that on a simple two-area four generator system the
local damping would be otherwise sufficient to damp the oscillations alone or at the
very least would obfuscate the results.
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Figure 14: The diagram of the two-area four generator system and the placement of
PMUs used in the simulations. It is modified from [9].
The effect of delays on the wide-area damping control of electromechanical
oscillations was studied using MATLAB and the Power System Toolbox (PST-
Toolbox). The simulations were done using the Power System Toolbox’s nonlinear
subtransient power simulation which uses a detailed generator model with 11 states.
The simulation model did not have any latency related functionality regarding
measurements, data transmission or control action. This functionality was added
into the simulation program as a part of this thesis in order to be able to study the
effects of the simulations. A detailed explanation of the delay implementation is
given in Section 4.2.
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Figure 15: The wide-area measurement and control scheme used in the simulations.
4.1.1 Power System Models
The three different power systems used in the simulations have slightly different
properties. The power systems will be referred as power systems A, B and C for the
rest of the thesis. The different power system configurations have an effect on the
dynamics of the power system and how it will behave when the fault is applied.
Each of the power systems is different and their configurations are described in
Tables 8, 9 and 10 for power systems A, B and C respectively.
Table 8: Power system A properties.
Properties
Reference system
G1 & G2 inertia constant H = 6.5 s
G3 & G4 inertia constant H = 6.15 s
Bus 4 load = 9.76 pu
Bus 14 load = 17.65 pu
The model for power system A is the reference system. The two other system
properties were deviated from the properties of power system A.
Table 9: Power system B properties
Properties
Inertia constants for generators increased
G1 & G2 inertia constant H = 15.5 s
G3 & G4 inertia constant H = 15.15 s
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The model for power system B was created by increasing he inertia constants of
the generators. The model for power system C was created by altering the loads for
the areas.
Table 10: Power system C properties
Properties
Decreased load for Area 1
Increased load for Area 2
Bus 4 load = 8.26 pu
Bus 14 load = 19.15 pu
The natural oscillation modes for each of the power systems without any control
are important for the rest of this work. Identifying the local and interarea modes prior
is helpful later when the results are examined. The mode properties are shown in
Tables 11, 12, and 13. The values were obtained using the PST-Toolbox’s numerical
eigenanalysis method which perturbates the power system in order to calculate its
properties. [41]
This numerical method, based on the small changes in the power system, is
not as accurate as a classical mathematical modal analysis would be but should be
sufficient for the purposes of the simulations presented in this thesis [41]. The mode
interactions are assumptions of the interaction based on the respective frequencies.
Interarea modes are the most important followed by the local modes for the purposes
of the thesis.
Table 11: The oscillation modes of power system A. Interarea and local modes are
emphasized.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%)
1 −0.253± 0.654i 0.10 36.00%
2 0.063± 4.239i 0.67 -1.48%
3 −0.518± 7.386i 1.18 7.00%
4 −0.515± 7.595i 1.21 6.76%
5 −8.296± 9.259i 1.47 66.73%
6 −8.191± 9.510i 1.51 65.26%
7 −5.607± 14.842i 2.36 35.34%
8 −3.789± 17.442i 2.78 21.23%
The power system A has eight modes as shown in Table 11. The interarea mode
is 0.67 Hz and is unstable as can be seen from the eigenvalue’s positive real part or
from the negative damping value. More information on the damping ratio is provided
in Section 4.4 where the evaluation criteria is presented. The local modes are the
modes 3 and 4, both around 1.2 Hz with a sufficient damping ratio. The rest of the
modes are various other modes, such as intraplant modes.
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Table 12: The oscillations modes of power system B. Interarea and local modes are
emphasized.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%)
1 −0.162± 0.389i 0.06 38.56%
2 −0.011± 2.687i 0.43 0.40%
3 −0.560± 4.505i 0.72 13.19%
4 −0.616± 4.574i 0.73 13.55%
5 −7.887± 9.306i 1.48 64.65%
6 −7.813± 9.572i 1.52 63.23%
7 −5.509± 14.892i 2.37 34.69%
8 −3.794± 17.440i 2.78 21.25%
The power system B has no unstable modes, although the interarea mode at 0.43
Hz is very poorly damped. The effects of the slower generators can be seen in this
system clearly. The local mode of oscillations are low local modes slightly above 0.70
Hz. The rest of the modes are other oscillations types.
Table 13: The oscillations modes of power system C. Interarea and local modes are
emphasized.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%)
1 −0.252± 0.653i 0.10 35.99%
3 0.050± 3.868i 0.62 -1.29%
4 −0.523± 7.331i 1.17 7.12%
5 −0.576± 7.491i 1.19 7.67%
6 −8.128± 9.837i 1.57 63.69%
7 −8.057± 10.098i 1.61 62.37%
8 −5.486± 16.420i 2.45 33.52%
9 −4.008± 17.649i 2.81 22.15%
The power system C has one unstable mode which is the interarea mode at 0.62
Hz. The effect of different loads with otherwise same properties as system A show
very similar properties. The local modes 4 and 5 are slightly below 1.20 Hz.
4.1.2 Wide-Area Damping Controller
The power system simulations have a MPC-based wide-area damping controller
developed separately [40] earlier. It has been applied for the power system models
used in the simulations. In general, model predictive control is characterized by
certain features, such as the explicit use of system models to predict future states,
the calculation of control responses based on objective functions to be minimized,
and by the use of control and prediction horizons. [42],[43]
The MPC damping controller in the simulations receives four simultaneous
measurements from the phasor data concentrator as its input. The measurements
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are essentially the generator rotor angles from the four generation sites where the
PMUs are located, more on the measurements in Subsection 4.2.1 about the PMU.
In addition to the measurements, the controller uses the power system model and
the previous control output to determine its new control output. The output signals
are the exciter control signals for each of the four generators used to control the
generator speeds. The MPC is executed at every time step of the simulation. Both
the prediction and control horizons used across all the simulations have 40 steps.
The wide-area damping controller is completely delay unaware. It does not take
into account the measurement delays and control actuation delays before or after
control command calculation.
4.2 Delay Implementation
The delays were implemented into the PST-Toolbox simulation program by changing
the existing implementation using MATLAB’s scripting language. As previously
stated, the simulation program did not have any functionality regarding measurement
and control latencies. The delays and measurements were implemented into the
system based on the architecture and delay structure presented in Section 4.1. For
practical reasons, the delay structure was further abstracted while retaining the
same basic functionality. The abstracted delay chain implemented in the simulation
program is shown in Figure 16. Each block is a component in the system which adds
some delay to the signal and similarly the transmission lines contribute communication
delay. Four signal converge into PDC and through control block diverge again into
the actuators.
The delay implementation was done by adding the components of a wide-area
measurement and control system into the simulation program. It should be understood
that none of the components are simulations of any of the actual components but
rather abstractions which have the same basic functionalities as the real actual
components would have. Therefore, the functionalities of phasor measurement units,
a phasor data concentrator, control calculation and execution are mimicked from the
perspective of how they add latency into the system. In addition, signal noise, data
loss and measurement errors were out of the scope of this thesis, as outlined in the
introduction, and the simulation does not contain these features.
Figure 16: The delay chain implemented in the simulation program. Each block and
line contributes to the delay.
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In the implementation of the new features to the simulation, the first step was
to create several different data arrays to handle the data latency functionality. One
measurement array, one control array and four actuation arrays were created. The
lengths of the arrays were equal to the duration of the simulation in time steps.
Therefore, the indices of the array items corresponded to that particular moment of
the simulation in timesteps.
The next phase was to set up the measurement system by reading values from
buses 1, 2, 11 and 12, as indicated by Figure 14. These measurements were read
by the four PMUs which forwarded their measurements to the measurement array.
The measurements were forwarded as a data set identified the timestamp of the
measurements. Additionally, each PMU added their own processing and communica-
tion delays into the measurements as additional data. The PMU with least latency
determined where the data set was placed on the measurement array.
The phasor data concentrator read the measurement array and processed the
measurements by forwarding them into the control array, if the timestamp of the
measurements was newer than the previous one processed by the PDC. In addition,
the PDC handled the total latency based on the varying delays of each of the four
measurements. This setup ensured that only the most current data which arrived on
time was forwarded and data sets arriving too late were discarded. The PDC added
further communication latency to the data set.
The control system read the control array and performed control action calcula-
tions for the actuators, if the measurements had newer timestamp than the previous
one. The control commands went into the corresponding actuator arrays for each
of the generators with an added delay consisting of processing, communication and
actuator action latency. Control was applied constantly and if there were no new
commands, the previous control was applied until new command arrived. This delay
structure can be expressed as
τete = τpmu + τpdc + τctrl (12)
The delays and their values are described in more detail in the subsections below.
The delays, their implementation and values are based on the previous sections
covering the wide-area measurement and control delays.
4.2.1 Abstract PMU
The abstract phasor measurement unit implemented into the system did not compute
real phasors from the three phase voltage, but instead it measured the generator
terminal voltage angle and sent it to the phasor data concentrator. In the absence
of real phasor measurements, the terminal voltage angle represents sufficiently the
generator rotor angle when the variation pattern is important [44].
The operating frequency is the only property of the abstracted PMU. The
operating frequency is set at 50 Hz in the simulations. Hence, the PMU forwards the
terminal voltage angle measurement at 20 ms intervals, or every fourth simulation
step since the timestep is 0.005 seconds.
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All the PMUs in the simulation are worst-case PMUs and operate at the maximum
reporting latency allowed by the standard for a P-class PMU. Therefore, the PMUs
have a base latency of 40 ms given their operating frequency. Additional processing
delays are drawn from a probability distribution based on [34]. The components of
reporting delay are shown in Table 14.
Table 14: The components of PMU reporting delay in the simulations.
Source Delay (ms)
PMU reporting delay 40
PMU processing spikes P(89%) = 0, P(10%) = 20 or P(1%) = 200
The PMU sends its measurements forward by drawing a transmission delay from
a wide-area network delay distribution, described later in Subsection 4.2.4. The
four PMUs in the simulation send their measurements as one package based on the
timestamp. Their placement in the measurement array is determined by the PMU
with the lowest communication delay, i.e. the first measurement of that timestamp
to arrive at PDC.
Therefore, the PMU delay is the following:
τpmu = (40ms+ P (X)) + τc (13)
where τpmu is the PMU’s associated delay consisting of reporting latency, P (X)
processing spikes latency and communication delay τc for abstract P-class PMU
operating at 50 Hz.
4.2.2 Abstract PDC
The abstracted phasor data concentrator operates at the same operating frequency
as the PMUs, and therefore no downsampling or upsampling is required. The PDC’s
function in the simulations is to read the synchrophasor packages based on the arrival
of the first measurement, calculate when all the measurements would have arrived and
forward them into the control array if they arrive within the time limits. The PDC
discards delayed measurements which arrive later than newer ones by not forwarding
them.
Although, the abstracted PDC has a time-out functionality implemented it was
turned off in the simulations. Frequent or consecutive reliance on the time-out
functionality is essentially a form of data loss and thus outside of the scope of the
thesis. Furthermore, the focus was on the effects of delays instead of tuning the
time-out parameter in an artificial environment.
The PDC operates at a constant operating latency according to its operating
frequency of 50 Hz, based on the information provided in Subsection 2.3.2. In
addition, it draws a communication delay value from the wide-area network latency
distribution, see Subsection 4.2.4.
Therefore, the PDC delay is the following:
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τpdc = 10ms+ τc (14)
where the PDC delay τpdc consists of constant processing and sorting delay and
communication delay τc.
4.2.3 Abstract Control and Actuation
The wide-area damping controller reads the control array which contains the delayed
measurements. The controller runs at the simulation timestep and new control is
calculated at every time step. A short explanation of the wide-area damping control
was given in Subsection 4.1.2. The delay of the control and actuation consists of
calculation delay, communication delay and actuator execution delay.
The value for the actuator’s execution of the control signal was chosen to be a
constant 10 ms. The communication delay is drawn from the wide-area network
delay distribution, see Subsection 4.2.4. Finally, the control calculation delay was a
set of precalculated values based on a normal distribution with a median value of 30
ms with a small standard deviation.
Table 15: The components of the control and actuation delay.
Source Delay (ms)
Control command calculation Normal distribution P, µ = 30 and σ = 5
Actuator execution 10
Table 15 shows the components for the control and actuation parts, and the
mathematical form of the delay is shown below.
τctrl = P (X) + tc + 10ms (15)
where the total control and actuation delay τctrl consists of control command
delay P (X), communication latency tc and the constant latency for the actuator’s
execution of the control command.
4.2.4 Wide-Area Network
The data in the simulation is transmitted through a wide-area network, as shown in
Figure 15. The wide-area network, like other components in the simulation, is an
abstract construct which does not simulate real communication links, communication
protocols, routers or network topology. The transmission of data adds latency
whenever data travels between components in the simulation.
The various different simulation cases were achieved by altering the communi-
cation delay properties, as it was the most convenient way to do it and under real
circumstances also the one with most variance. The delay distributions used in the
simulations are shown in Table 16.
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Table 16: Communication delay distributions used in the simulations.
Delay distribution Properties (ms)
Bi-modal distribution µ1 = 10.25, µ2 = 17, σ1 = 1.5, σ2 = 2.8
Poisson distributions µn = 10n, σ = 15.00 (n = 2,3,4, ...)
The bi-modal distribution, based on values shown in Table 6, is an abstraction of
a dedicated fiber-optic network, which was the preferred communication medium for
wide-area measurement systems, see Subsection 2.3.4. The Poisson distributions were
used to simulate generic wide-area networks with varying but increasing levels of
latency. The Poisson distributions have different mean values but the same deviation
since data loss was defined outside of the scope for the thesis and all measurements
are thus expected to arrive within a reasonable deviation.
Poisson distributions were chosen over normal distributions since data arrival
rates have been shown to follow Poisson process [45] and for the purposes of the
simulation they provide sufficient stochasticity for the communication delay. It should
also be noted that each of the delay values from the distribution were quantized to
the nearest value divisible by 5 ms, a limit set by the timestep of the simulation.
The setup of the wide-area network properties allowed different simulation cases
with increasing delay, yet the cases were clearly identifiable from each other and still
within the other requirements.
4.3 Simulation Cases
All the simulations done for this thesis have the same rundown on the stages of the
simulation. Five events determine each of the simulations runs. The start and stop
events which begin and end the simulation, and three events for an impulse trigger.
The first event starts the simulation at t = 0.0 s, and the simulation is started at
a linearized balance point where no oscillations occur and no damping control is
required initially.
The simulation is allowed to run for a while and then at t = 4.0 s a fault is
applied into the system. The fault acts as a disturbance which triggers the system
and causes the power system to oscillate. The trigger is a three-phase fault at bus 3.
The near end of the line from bus 3 to bus 101 is cleared 0.1s after the fault, and the
remote end is cleared after a further 0.005s at t = 4.105 s.
This event causes a transient in many of the system variables and the simulation
is run a further 30 seconds which is common practice and should be sufficient to study
the effects. The active load in the system is assumed to be static. The simulation
time and load configuration has been found sufficient in most cases to study transient
stability. [41]
The simulation uses a fixed discrete timestep of 0.005 s to run and this timestep
also naturally limits the smallest window of time that can be studied to the same
length. A power system simulation which runs for 35 seconds has 7000 discrete steps
in total with the chosen timestep. The length of the simulation and the timestep
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were considered from the perspectives of sufficient accuracy, required duration and
reasonable computation times.
For each of the various power systems the simulations were done using various
communication delays. The communication delays were chosen to be the one changing
variable between the simulations contributing to the different total end-to-end mean
delays between the simulation runs. It was the most convenient way to do it and
most closely resembling real conditions where the communication network is the
most varied component.
The different simulation cases run for each of the power systems A, B and C
are shown in Table 17. A no delay case was run for each of the power systems for
a reference performance without any delays. The fiber-optic case was chosen for
fiber-optic being a preferred communication method for wide-area systems. In the
rest of the simulations a variable amount of increasing Poisson delays was used until
the systems became unstable. The intention was to study the effects of delays and
to stop doing the simulations when the delay margin for the last stable case was
found. PMU sampling delay contains only the PMU measurement delay and no
communication delay between data transmissions.
Table 17: The simulation cases for each of the three power systems.
Simulation case Purpose
No delay Reference case
PMU sampling delay Effect of delays
No communication delay Effect of delays
Fiber-optic wide-area network Typical case
Increasing Poisson delays Effect of delays
...
Until the system becomes unstable Delay margin
4.4 Evaluation Methods
In order to study the effects of delays on the wide-area damping control of electrome-
chanical oscillations, several criteria were chosen to evaluate and compare the results.
The system variables chosen for observation are mainly the speed deviations for each
of the four generators.
The Integral of Time Multiplied Squared Error (ITSE) was chosen to simply
evaluate the overall damping response and provide a comparison value for the
simulations among each system. The Prony analysis is used to extract oscillation
modes, their frequencies, damping ratios and phase angles. In addition, a side-product
of Prony analysis is the frequency spectrum of the oscillations which was also used
for study purposes. These two previous methods are applied to the generators speed
deviations, which are also compared to each other. Additionally, the MPC generator
speed predictions are reviewed in addition to the control signal output.
The following subsection cover in detail the main criteria: ITSE and damping
ratio. Additionally, the methods of Prony analysis are covered.
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4.4.1 Integral of Time Multiplied Squared Error
The Integral of Time Multiplied Squared Error (ITSE) is an integral criteria used to
evaluate control performance. It emphasizes larger errors, difference between desired
and actual value and weights them with time, putting less weight for early deviations
and more weight for later deviations. It is a common performance criteria used in
controller design and control performance evaluation. [46]
ITSE =
∞ˆ
0
e2(t)t dt (16)
where e(t) is the difference between the measured and reference value at time t.
It is common practice to choose a suitable time period where the ITSE is applied
[46]. In these simulations, the ITSE is calculated for 30 seconds after the fault is
introduced into the power system.
The ITSE criteria was chosen in order to avoid the initial transient in the
simulations dominating the error calculation, since ITSE criteria weighs later values
more, but the effects of the transient were still wanted to include in the value.
The ITSE values were calculated for each generators separately. The sum of the
generator pair values is the ITSE value for each area and the sum of the area values
is the total ITSE value for the system. The purpose of using ITSE criteria is to
evaluate the overall step response of the damping control excluding any consideration
for oscillations modes. The values can be used only as comparative values between
varying delays within the same power system.
4.4.2 Prony Analysis
Prony analysis was the chosen method in the thesis was to evaluate the generator
speed deviation response to the introduced fault. It was used to evaluate the
subsequent transients and oscillations. The Prony analysis was done on the generator
responses using MATLAB with the aid of the Prony Toolbox [47].
The Prony analysis is a method which estimates the parameters of an oscillating
signal y(t) by fitting a sum of complex damped sinusoids in time domain. The Prony
analysis can obtain the amplitude, phase, frequency and damping of each of the
signal components. Each of the components corresponds to an oscillation mode of
the power system. Equation (17) shows the sinusoid fitted representation of the
original signal.
yˆ(t) =
L∑
i=1
Aie
σitcos(2pifit+ φi) (17)
where L is the number of components, or the model order, and i indicates a single
component. For each component: Ai is amplitude, σi is damping coefficient, φi is its
phase and fi the frequency of the component.
In addition to the previous properties, the eigenvalue representation of each
oscillation mode was obtained. The eigenvalue is required to calculate the damping
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ratio described later in Subsection 4.4.3. The eigenvalue presentation is shown in (18)
and one exists for each Prony component. They are derived from Euler’s formula
not presented here.
λi = αi ± jωi (18)
where the real part αi is the attenuation and the imaginary part ωi is the oscillation
part.
The connection between oscillation frequency fi and the imaginary part is the
following:
fi =
ωi
2pi (19)
Prony analysis is a powerful signal analysis technique which is widely used in many
applications including the analysis of electromechanical oscillations in power systems.
However, it has some downsides such as poor behavior under noise, inconsistency
between results and the reliance on properly chosen parameters. [47] The simulations
in the thesis do not have any noise but the parameters for the analysis, such as
sampling frequency, window length and model order, were carefully considered.
Sampling frequency for the Prony analysis is critical for accurate results. One
requirement is that the sampling is uniform [48]. Otherwise, it has to fulfill the
requirements of Nyquist’s sampling theorem which states that the sampling needs
to be at least two times the highest frequency in a signal. In addition, a too high
sampling frequency has also been shown to result in poor accuracy when using the
Prony analysis. A sampling frequency of two or three times higher than the highest
frequency oscillation is considered to produce accurate results. [48]
Another important parameter for Prony analysis is the window length which is
the period where the Prony analysis is performed. The window has a specific starting
point in addition to its length. The length of the window should be at least one and a
half times the period time of the lowest frequency signal. However, a too long window
increases the risk of breaking actual oscillation modes into several components. [48]
The model order for Prony analysis is another important parameter. Initially it
has to estimated for each Prony analysis since there is no way to know the properties
of the signal. A good starting value for the model order is a value less than a third
of the data length. A too high order breaks real oscillations into multiple component
representations of actual oscillation modes. However, a model order less than the
number of oscillation modes is not an accurate approximation. A practical approach
first estimates an initial model order and adjusts it according to some parameter,
such as the root mean square error (RMSE), until a suitable model order is found.
[48]
For these reasons, the sampling frequency was chosen to be 8 Hz which required
downsampling by a decimation factor of 20 in time domain for the original signals. A
sufficient sampling frequency for detecting oscillation modes up to 4 Hz. The initial
analysis of the power systems in Subsection 4.4.1 shows that the lowest expected
frequencies are in the range of 0.06 to 0.1 Hz, and the highest frequencies less than 3
Hz. The Prony window was chosen to be 15 seconds. This length risks loosing the
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lowest of oscillation frequencies but is more robust against actual oscillations modes
breaking into multiple components. It is sufficient for the interarea and local modes
which are most important for the topic of the thesis.
In addition, the Prony window was chosen to start 1.75 seconds after the transient
has been introduced to the systems in order to reduce possible interference from
strong control action expected to take place instantly after the transient. The initial
model order was chosen to be 12 and was only increased if RMSE was larger than
5 ∗ 10−8. However, the model was not allowed to exceed the value of 48 which was
one third of the Prony data length. Overview of the Prony analysis parameters is
shown in Table 18 for a quick reference.
Table 18: The key parameters used for Prony analysis.
Parameter Value
Sampling frequency 8 Hz
Window start 5.75 s
Window length 15 s
Model order 12 ≤ L ≤ 48
max(RMSE) 5 ∗ 10−8
4.4.3 Damping Ratio
The damping ratio ζ for any oscillation mode can be calculated from its eigenvalues
using equation (21). Positive damping ratio indicates that the oscillation decays
eventually while a negative value indicates an unstable oscillation with an increasing
amplitude. A damping ratio which is zero describes an oscillation that does not
decay or increase but remains stable. [49],[41]
ζ = −α√
α2 + ω2
(20)
where α is the real part is the attenuation and ω is the imaginary part indicating
the frequency of the oscillation mode, from the eigenvalue form λ = α± ωi.
The eigenvalues for oscillation modes in this thesis were obtained using Prony
analysis, or the Power System Toolbox in the case of initial power system analysis.
For decaying oscillations there are three different cases of damping depending
on the value of the damping ratio. These are the over-damped case, the critically
damped case and the under-damped case [50], and they are illustrated in the Figure
17.
The case where ζ > 1 applies for the damping ratio, is called the over-damped
case. It has only two real and distinct eigenvalues resulting in a decaying exponential
with no oscillation. A critically damped case, ζ = 1, has multiple and real eigenvalues
and is the border case between over-damped and under-damped cases. [50]
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Figure 17: Examples of under-damped ζ < 1 , critically damped ζ = 1 , over-damped
ζ > 1 and non-damped ζ = 0 oscillations. [50]
The under-damped case is the most important one and the most common in
control system applications. The eigenvalue of an under-damped oscillation is a pair
of complex conjugates. [50]
Electromechanical oscillations where ζ > 0.05 applies are considered satisfactory
under most circumstances. While lower damping ratios, such as ζ > 0.03, are
acceptable under certain conditions, the value of 0.05 for damping ratio should be a
minimum target for any damping control performance [41].
Damping ratio can be expressed also in percentage form [49], and for the sake of
clarity will be expressed as such in the rest of the thesis. For example, a damping
ratio of 0.03 corresponds to 3% damping.
4.4.4 Other Criteria
In addition to the previous criteria, other information will be used to evaluate the
effects of delays. These methods include frequency spectrums which are obtained
as a side-product of performing Prony analysis, comparisons of damping controllers’
prediction states and real generator speed values, and comparisons of generator speed
deviation behavior.
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5 Simulation Results
In the first part of this chapter, the simulation results for each of the simulated power
systems are presented, examined and compared. For each of the systems, a few cases
are picked and examined in more detail. In addition, the results of several delay cases
are compared to each other. In the second part of this chapter, the conclusions drawn
from the simulations are presented, analyzed and suggestions for further research are
discussed. The results are viewed in the scope of the research questions presented in
the introduction of this thesis.
In addition, the reliability of the results is also reviewed throughout this section,
and an initial review on the correct designed behavior of the simulations is presented.
Figure 18 shows the PMU measurements and how they are taken every 20 ms (50
Hz) as they should be when the sampling is done every 4 timesteps with a timestep of
0.005 as described in Subsection 4.2.1. This is a confirmation of the PMUs working
as intended.
Figure 18: Phasor measurement samples taken at 50 Hz, or every 20 ms, in the
simulation.
In Figure 19, a comparison is presented between real and measured values from
power system B under delay. The figure shows the difference between the actual
terminal voltages of a bus and the measured terminal voltage angles at PDC output.
The phase lag is a well-known effect observed in systems with delayed inputs or outputs.
Additionally, the phase lag is not a constant but varies slightly based on the properties
of the components. These phenomena happen across all simulation components
described in Section 4.2, and is thus another confirmation of the simulation and delay
implementation working correctly.
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Figure 19: An example of the real terminal voltage angle values and its corresponding
delayed measurements at PDC output.
Next, the results from each of the three simulated power systems A, B and C are
examined individually. Some of their results are looked in more detail, compared
among each other and finally conclusions are made. The generator 3 was chosen as a
reference generator for further examination shown later.
5.1 System A
This section presents the results obtained from the simulations for the power system
A. In this section, some simulation cases are presented on their own, and then later
some comparisons between the varying delays are shown. The power system A was
able to stand a maximum end-to-end delay of less than 280 ms, and the first mode to
become unstable was the local mode for Area 2, see Table 19. However, the interarea
mode damping while under 3% is able to withstand a longer delay.
Table 19: Power system A tolerance for delays.
Maximum delay tolerance Unstable mode
Under 280 ms Local mode for Area 2
The ITSE values for power system A with a given end-to-end mean delay are
presented in Figure 20. It shows that the overall damping performance is better
under delays of about 160 ms compared to a case with no delay. With larger delays
the ITSE value experiences a significant increase, and the system becomes unstable
quickly.
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Figure 20: The system ITSE values for power system A.
The simulations show that the oscillation frequency of the interarea mode increases
as more delay is introduced into the system. The damping improves initially but
gets worse after a certain delay margin is exceeded. The real and absolute imaginary
values of the generator interarea modes with different delays are shown in Figure 21,
the delays increase clockwise along the spiral. The cluster of points near −0.2 + 4.5i
is the case with a mean end-to-end delay of 220 ms seen in Figure 20. It is the first
delayed case performing worse than the case without delay.
Figure 21: The real and absolute imaginary values of the generator interarea oscillation
modes with different delays. The delay increases clockwise along the spiral curve.
In the next subsections several simulation cases are shown in more detail. The
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first one is the reference case with no delays, the second is the so-called fiber-optics
case, the third is the first case performing worse than the case with no delays and
the last case is the first unstable one.
5.1.1 No Delay Case A
The generator speed deviations of power system A in the case of no delays are shown
in Figure 22, the values are displayed as per-unit (pu) values. As can be seen from
the speed deviation figure, after the transient is introduced to the system at t = 4.0s
the decaying oscillations decay in about 20 s almost completely. Generator pairs
in both areas, Area 1 and Area 2, oscillate in synchronized phase, and the areas
oscillate against each other at the interarea mode with a phase difference of about
180 degrees.
Figure 22: Generator speed deviation without delays in the power system A.
The dominant modes obtained using the Prony analysis are shown in Table
20, and the values confirm the results shown in Figure 22 presenting the speed
deviations. The interarea mode’s frequency is about 0.65 Hz which is slightly lower
than the initial numeric eigenvalue analysis, results shown in Table 11, done using
the PST-Toolbox suggested. The damping for the interarea mode with no delays
is in the range of 5.2% to 5.6% across all generators which is an acceptable value
for damping. The phases are about the same for each area and the phase difference
between the areas is about 180 degrees with Area 1 leading the oscillation.
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Table 20: Interarea mode for system A without any delays.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.226± 4.056i 0.646 5.56% -56.14
G2 −0.224± 4.054i 0.645 5.52% -42.59
G3 −0.212± 4.081i 0.650 5.19% 136.35
G4 −0.226± 4.063i 0.647 5.57% 137.30
Local mode is also strongly present in the oscillation for each area and the values
are displayed in Table 21. Generators 1 and 2 in Area 1 oscillate against each other
with generator 2 leading, and the frequency for local mode is in the range of 1.17
to 1.18 Hz. The damping for this local mode is better than the damping ratio for
the interarea mode. The local mode for the second area is around 1.07 to 1.25 Hz,
and the damping is very good above 10% for both generators. Generators 3 and 4 in
Area 2 are also oscillating against each other with generator 3 leading, as seen from
the phase of the oscillation.
Table 21: Local modes for system A without any delays.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.432± 7.397i 1.177 5.83% 112.42
G2 −0.456± 7.364i 1.172 6.18% -84.25
G3 −0.977± 6.758i 1.076 14.30% -107.28
G4 −0.846± 7.910i 1.259 10.63% 86.54
The ITSE values are shown in Table 22, and while they offer little insight it can
be seen that the values in Area 2 are greater than the values for Area 1. Additionally,
the frequency spectrum of generator speed oscillations shows that in the case of
no delays the dominant modes are the ones observed with the initial power system
eigenvalues analysis. The main oscillation mode frequencies are around 0.65 Hz and
1.10 to 1.20 Hz, and there are no other frequencies with significant magnitude at this
point. The frequency spectrum is presented in Figure 23.
Table 22: The ITSE values for system A without any delays.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0023 Area 1 0.0038
System 0.0098G2 0.0015G3 0.0027 Area 2 0.0060G4 0.0033
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Figure 23: The frequency spectrum for power system A with no delays.
The speed, prediction and control signals for generator 3, are shown in Figure
24. It can be noticed how closely the controller predictions correspond to the real
generator speeds. The greatest difference is at the start when the transient appears
in the linear system. Otherwise the prediction is close to the actual generator speed
values. The control signal lags behind the generator oscillations at about 45 degrees.
Figure 24: Power system A generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with no delays.
The results for the case with no delays will be the base for comparing the results
with delays. In summary, in the case with no delays the interarea mode is the most
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dominant and the local mode is quite strong in Area 1 but not in Area 2.
5.1.2 Fiber-Optic Case A
The second case examined closely for power system A has a mean end-to-end delay of
about 100 ms, and it emulates the real life delay of a dedicated fiber-optic wide-area
network. The generator speed deviation is presented in Figure 25 and it shows that
the oscillations decay faster than in the case with no delay. The first few peaks
following the transient in all generators are significantly lower than the ones compared
to the case with no delay, see Figure 22. Furthermore, the presence of some other
oscillation mode in generator 2 is clearly visible, as can be seen from the double
peaks around t = 7.0 seconds.
Figure 25: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 100 ms in the system.
The interarea mode in this case is around 0.68 Hz which an increase to the
previous case. The damping for the interarea mode is also better than previously.
The phase difference between the two areas is still around 180 degrees with Area 1
in the lead. The results for the interarea mode are shown in Table 23.
Table 23: Interarea mode for system A with a mean delay of 100 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.255± 4.274i 0.680 5.96% -15.99
G2 −0.241± 4.284i 0.682 5.62% -6.37
G3 −0.275± 4.287i 0.682 6.40% 176.81
G4 −0.268± 4.283i 0.682 6.24% 176.54
The results for the local modes are shown in Table 24. When compared to the
previous case, it can be seen that there are changes in damping and frequencies.
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The damping for both modes remains about the same for each generator with slight
changes, but the phase leads are reversed for Area 2. However, it should also be
noted that the frequency of the local mode for Area 2 had a significant jump to 1.32
Hz.
Table 24: Local modes for system A with a mean delay of 100 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.523± 7.409i 1.179 7.04% 94.01
G2 −0.445± 7.480i 1.190 5.94% -92.02
G3 −0.900± 8.293i 1.320 10.78% 137.31
G4 −0.796± 8.298i 1.321 9.54% -30.70
The ITSE values show are similar as previously, and confirm the better perfor-
mance in comparison to the case without any delay. This was also observed from the
speed deviation plots. The ITSE values for this case are shown in Table 25.
Table 25: The ITSE values for System A with a mean delay of 100 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0013 Area 1 0.0023
System 0.0062G2 0.0010G3 0.0018 Area 2 0.0039G4 0.0021
The frequency spectrum in Figure 26 shows that no significant additional new
modes are present. The seemingly new oscillation observed in generator 2 is quite
certainly just the local mode oscillation.
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Figure 26: The frequency spectrum for power system A with a mean delay 100 ms.
The speed, prediction and control signals for generator 3, are shown in Figure
27. It shows how closely the controller predictions correspond to the real generator
speeds. The greatest difference is at the start of the transient. In comparison to the
case with no delay, a stronger control is applied after the transient which causes the
first negative peak to become smaller than with no delay. Despite a small phase shift
between prediction and real state the controller is able to damp the oscillations in a
short time.
Figure 27: Power system A generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 100 ms.
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5.1.3 Border Case A
The simulation case with a mean end-to-end delay of 220 ms is the first simulation
case where the wide-area damping controller performs worse than in the case with
no delay based on the ITSE value. The damping is worse and the peaks following
the transient are larger than previously. The presence of some other mode is clearly
visible in generator 4 while no longer so clearly in generator 2 as previously. This is
shown in Figure 28.
Figure 28: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 220 ms.
The trend of rising frequency for the interarea mode continues, and interarea
mode oscillates at 0.71 Hz for the mean end-to-end delay of 220 ms. The damping is
above 4% for every generator and it does not satisfy the requirements for sufficient
damping. The phases of the oscillation remain in synchronization against each other,
but Area 2 is now in the lead.
Table 26: Interarea mode for system A with a mean delay of 220 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.197± 4.480i 0.713 4.39% 22.84
G2 −0.192± 4.484i 0.714 4.28% 33.29
G3 −0.198± 4.471i 0.712 4.42% -128.76
G4 −0.199± 4.477i 0.713 4.44% -146.57
The local mode damping for Area 1 continues to be above performance require-
ments but the damping for the local mode of Area 2 is already very poor. The effects
of local mode oscillation in Area 2 can be best observed from the speed deviation
of generator 4. The presence of more than one oscillation mode is clearly visible,
as shown in Figure 28. The local mode frequencies for both areas continue to vary
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slightly but stay mostly the same, likely a result of the Prony analysis rather than a
sign of any real change due to delays.
Table 27: Local modes for system A with a mean delay of 220 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.566± 7.331i 1.167 7.69% 109.03
G2 −0.457± 7.437i 1.184 6.13% -89.06
G3 −0.114± 8.238i 1.311 1.38% 11.85
G4 −0.086± 8.213i 1.307 1.05% -145.98
The ITSE values are now larger than they were previously. The system ITSE
value with the mean delay of 220 ms is now 0.0122, as shown in Table 28. The
frequency spectrum, shown in Figure 29, shows the dominance of the interarea mode.
In addition, it shows also the poor damping performance for Area 2. This was also
observed from the results of Prony analysis. Furthermore, the high frequencies for
generator 1 start to show some new and interesting behavior not previously present.
Table 28: The ITSE values for System A with a mean delay of 220 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0024 Area 1 0.0039
System 0.0122G2 0.0015G3 0.0043 Area 2 0.0083G4 0.0040
Figure 29: The frequency spectrum for Power System A with a mean delay 220 ms.
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For the speed and control signals for generator 4, see Figure 30. The control
signal and speed deviation has a phase difference of about 45 degrees with control
signal leading for the interarea mode. The phase difference is is closer to 90 degrees
for the local mode and the presence of the local mode is clearly visible towards the
end of the simulation.
Figure 30: Power System A generator 4 speed deviation and the control signal with
a mean delay of 220 ms.
5.1.4 Unstable Case A
The simulation case with a mean end-to-end delay with 280 ms is the first simulation
case to become unstable for power system A. The local mode in Area 2 becomes
unstable first, as can be seen from Figure 31. The interarea mode is damped
successfully but with poor damping values less than 3%. The generators in Area 1
start to oscillate in an uncontrollable way towards the end of the simulation.
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Figure 31: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 280 ms.
The trend of rising frequency for the interarea mode continues, and interarea
mode oscillates at 0.724 Hz for the mean end-to-end delay of 280 ms. The damping
is slightly above 2% for every generator, and it does not satisfy the requirements for
sufficient interarea damping. The phases of the oscillation remain in synchronization
against each other with Area 2 leading.
Table 29: Interarea mode for system A with a mean delay of 280 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.108± 4.551i 0.724 2.37% 24.53
G2 −0.107± 4.550i 0.724 2.36% 39.99
G3 −0.111± 4.548i 0.724 2.44% -128.86
G4 −0.112± 4.551i 0.724 2.47% -149.16
The local mode damping for Area 1 continues to be above performance require-
ments but the damping for the local mode of Area 2 is now negative confirming the
observation of local mode being unstable. Additionally, a new previously unseen
local mode appears in Area 1, see Table 31. The new mode has the same frequency
as the unstable local oscillation mode for Area 2. The new mode is either unstable
control mode, or the local mode of Area 2 is starting to affect Area 1.
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Table 30: Local modes for system A with a mean delay of 280 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.556± 7.429i 1.182 7.47% 91.60
G2 −0.593± 7.368i 1.173 8.02% -74.04
G3 0.067± 8.013i 1.275 -0.84% -43.42
G4 0.068± 8.013i 1.275 -0.84% 140.77
Table 31: Additional unstable mode in Area 1 for system A with a mean delay of
280 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 0.053± 8.018i 1.276 -0.66% 124.78
G2 0.0738± 8.010 1.275 -0.92% -41.33
The ITSE values are now much larger than they were previously. The system
ITSE value with the mean delay of 280 ms is now 0.3610, as shown in Table 32. The
ITSE values grow rapidly as the system becomes unstable. The frequency spectrum,
shown in Figure 32, shows the dominance of the interarea mode for both areas, but
also the poor damping performance for Area 2. In addition, the high frequencies
for the generators have some small magnitude spikes indicating a presence of new
oscillation modes.
Table 32: The ITSE values for System A with a mean delay of 280 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0085 Area 1 0.0153
System 0.3610G2 0.0068G3 0.1412 Area 2 0.3456G4 0.2044
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Figure 32: The frequency spectrum for power system A with a mean delay 280 ms.
In the first unstable case, the generator 4 speed deviation and the control signal
have a phase difference of about 45 degrees before the system becomes unstable. The
presence of multiple interfering modes is clearly visible.
Figure 33: Power system A generator 4 speed deviation and the control signal with
a mean delay of 280 ms.
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5.2 System B
This section presents the results obtained from the simulations for the power system
B. The general structure of this section is similar as was for power system A. The
power system B was able to stand a maximum end-to-end delay of slightly less than
700 ms, and the first mode to become unstable was the local mode for Area 2, as
shown in Table 33. The dynamics of the power system B are very different from
power system A, as shown by its ability to tolerate delays over twice the length.
Table 33: Power system B tolerance for delays.
Maximum delay tolerance Unstable mode
Under 700 ms Interarea mode and Area 2 local mode
The ITSE values for power system B with a given end-to-end mean delay are
presented in Table 34. It shows that the overall damping performance is better under
delays of about 190 ms compared to the case with no delay. After that point it
experiences a significant increase but the system is able tolerate delays until 700 ms.
Figure 34: The system ITSE values for power system B.
The real and absolute imaginary values of the generator interarea modes with
different delays are shown in Figure 35, the delays increase clockwise along the spiral.
The simulations show that the oscillation frequency of the interarea mode increases
as more delay is introduced into the system. The damping improves initially but gets
worse after a certain delay margin is exceeded. The margin is the cluster of points
near −0.6 + 2.7i, where the mean end-to-end delay is 250 ms, as also seen in Figure
34. It is the first delay case performing worse than the case without any delay.
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Figure 35: The real and absolute imaginary values of generator interarea oscillation
modes with different delays. The delay increases clockwise along the spiral curve.
In the next subsections several simulation cases are shown in more detail. The
first one is the reference case with no delay, the second is the so-called fiber-optics
case, the third is the first case performing worse than the case with no delay and the
last case is the first unstable one.
5.2.1 No Delay Case B
The generator speed deviations of power system B in the case of no delays are shown
in Figure 36, the values are displayed as per-unit (pu) values. As can be seen from
the speed deviation figure, after the transient is introduced to the system at t = 4.0
seconds, the damping is not very good. Generator pairs in both areas oscillate in
synchronization, and the areas oscillate against each other at the interarea mode
with a phase difference of about 180 degrees.
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Figure 36: Generator speed deviation with no delays.
The dominant modes obtained using the Prony analysis are shown in Table 34,
and the values confirm the results of the generation speed deviation. The interarea
mode has a frequency of about 0.42 Hz which is slightly lower than the initial numeric
eigenvalue analysis. The damping for the interarea mode with no delays is above
2.2% which is quite poor value for damping. The phases are about the same for each
area and the phase difference between the areas is about 180 degrees with Area 1
leading the oscillations.
Table 34: Interarea mode for system B with no delays.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.059± 2.665i 0.424 2.21% -134.01
G2 −0.061± 2.666i 0.424 2.31% -116.00
G3 −0.059± 2.665i 0.424 2.20% 60.64
G4 −0.060± 2.665i 0.424 2.26% 57.14
Local modes can not be observed from the speed deviation graph since the
interarea mode is so dominant. Generators 1 and 2 in Area 1 oscillate against each
other with generator 1 leading, and the frequency for local mode is in the range
of 0.72 Hz which is low value for local mode. The damping for this local mode is
excellent and better than the damping ratio for the interarea mode. The local mode
for the Area 2 is around 0.82 Hz, a low value, and the damping is barely adequate
for generator 3 at 3% and better for generator 4 at almost 5%. The generators 3 and
4 in Area 2 also oscillate against each other with generator 3 leading, as can be seen
from the phase of the oscillation.
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Table 35: Local modes for system B with no delays.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.784± 4.506i 0.717 17.13% -89.13
G2 −0.702± 4.510i 0.718 15.38% 85.25
G3 −0.250± 5.170i 0.823 4.83% -101.33
G4 −0.163± 5.277i 0.840 3.09% 36.82
The ITSE values can be seen from Table 36, and the values in Area 2 are greater
than the values for Area 1. Additionally, the frequency spectrum of generator speed
oscillations shows that in the case with no delays the dominant modes are the ones
observed with the initial power system eigenvalues analysis. The frequency spectrum
is presented in Figure 37.
Table 36: The ITSE values for System B with no delays.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0051 Area 1 0.0079
System 0.0204G2 0.0028G3 0.0067 Area 2 0.0124G4 0.0057
Figure 37: The frequency spectrum for power system B with no delays.
In the case with no delays, the generator 3 speed deviation and the control signal
have a phase difference of about 45 degrees, control trailing behind, and the controller
predictions, excluding the initial transient behavior, is very close to the real generator
speed.
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Figure 38: Power system B generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with no delays.
5.2.2 Fiber-Optic Case B
The second case examined closely for power system B has a mean end-to-end delay
of about 100 ms, and it emulates the real life delay of fiber-optic wide-area network
similarly as was with the power system A. The generator speed deviation is presented
in Figure 39 and it shows that the oscillations decay faster than in the case with no
delay.
Figure 39: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 100 ms.
The interarea mode in this case is around 0.428 Hz which is an increase compared
to the previous case with no delays. The damping for the interarea mode is also
better than previously but not by a large margin. The phase difference between the
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two areas is still around 180 degrees with Area 1 in the lead. The results for the
interarea mode are shown in Table 37.
Table 37: Interarea mode for system B with a mean delay of 100 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.061± 2.688i 0.428 2.27% -134.32
G2 −0.0604± 2.688i 0.428 2.25% -116.30
G3 −0.061± 2.687i 0.428 2.26% 60.78
G4 −0.063± 2.687i 0.428 2.34% 57.36
Thee local mode damping is excellent for Area 1 and inadequate for Area 2. The
local mode oscillation modes are shown in Table 38.
Table 38: Local modes for system B with a mean delay of 100 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.947± 4.722i 0.752 19.65% -99.33
G2 −0.702± 4.401i 0.700 15.74% 95.11
G3 −0.226± 5.191i 0.826 4.35% -93.16
G4 −0.112± 5.272i 0.839 2.13% 61.94
The ITSE values for power system B are lower with this case than with no delays,
and Area 2 continues to contribute more to the total ITSE than Area 1. In other
words, the damping in Area 2 is worse, as the damping ratios also showed earlier.
The ITSE values are displayed in Table 39. The frequency spectrum of oscillation
modes confirms the observations and results presented in Figure40.
Table 39: The ITSE values for System B with a mean delay of 100 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0048 Area 1 0.0074
System 0.0191G2 0.0026G3 0.0063 Area 2 0.0116G4 0.0054
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Figure 40: The frequency spectrum for power system B with a mean delay of 100 ms.
Figure 41 shows how strong control action during the transient helps to achieve a
good overall damping as the prediction lines up with the real generator speeds after
the first oscillation peak.
Figure 41: Power system B generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 100 ms.
5.2.3 Border Case B
The simulation case with a mean end-to-end delay of 310 ms is one of the first
simulation cases for power system B where the wide-area damping controller performs
worse based on ITSE value than in the case with no delays. The damping is worse
than in the case with no delays and the peaks following the transient are larger than
previously. Figure 42 shows the generator speed deviations for this case.
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Figure 42: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 310 ms.
The frequency for the interarea mode continues to rise, and the interarea mode
oscillates now at 0.432 Hz with a mean end-to-end delay of 310 ms. The damping is
around 2% for every generator, and it does not satisfy the requirements for sufficient
interarea damping. The phases of the oscillation remain in synchronization against
each other with Area 1 leading the oscillations.
Table 40: Interarea mode for system B with a mean delay of 310 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.051± 2.715i 0.432 1.87% -132.56
G2 −0.057± 2.717i 0.432 2.09% -115.77
G3 −0.051± 2.710i 0.431 1.90% 64.09
G4 −0.054± 2.718i 0.433 1.97% 56.50
The local mode damping for Area 1 continues to be above performance require-
ments but damping for the local mode of Area 2 remains inadequate.
Table 41: Local modes for system B with a mean delay of 310 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.795± 4.614i 0.734 16.98% -103.55
G2 −0.761± 4.589i 0.730 16.36% 81.80
G3 −0.212± 5.185i 0.825 4.08% -106.31
G4 −0.129± 5.274i 0.839 2.44% 58.01
The ITSE values are now larger than they were with case with no delays for
power system B, and Area 2 has greater oscillations as seen from the ITSE values,
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or alternatively from the poor damping of Area 2 local mode. The ITSE values are
displayed in Table 42 and the frequency spectrum in Figure 43.
Table 42: The ITSE values for System B with a mean delay of 310 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0057 Area 1 0.0086
System 0.0226G2 0.0029G3 0.0076 Area 2 0.0140G4 0.0064
Figure 43: The frequency spectrum for power system B with a mean delay of 310 ms.
The generator 3 speed deviation and the control signal have a phase difference of
about 45 degrees excluding the transient behavior where phase difference is almost
90 degrees. Additionally, the controller is never exactly right about the state of
the generator but the damping control is still successful in damping the oscillations.
Generator 3 speed, prediction and control signals are shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Power system B generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 310 ms.
5.2.4 Unstable Case B
The simulation case with a mean end-to-end delay of 700 ms is the first simulation
case to become unstable for power system B. The local mode in Area 2 and interarea
mode becomes unstable first. The areas oscillate against each other at 180 degrees
and the local mode for Area 1 remains well damped. The speed deviation for the
generators is shown in Figure 45.
Figure 45: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 700ms.
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The interarea mode oscillates at 0.433 Hz, an increase to the previous case.
This continues the familiar trend observed earlier. Table 43 shows the properties of
interarea oscillation mode.
Table 43: Interarea mode for system B with a mean delay of 700 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 0.009± 2.721i 0.433 -0.33% 128.51
G2 0.010± 2.72i 0.433 -0.35% 110.02
G3 0.009± 2.721i 0.433 -0.32% -64.17
G4 0.010± 2.722i 0.433 -0.38% -60.69
The local mode damping for Area 1 continues to be above the performance
requirements but damping for the local mode of Area 2 is now negative confirming
the observation of local mode being unstable. Additionally, a new previously unseen
local mode appears in Area 1, see Table 31. The new mode has the same frequency
as the unstable local oscillation mode for Area 2. The new mode is either unstable
control mode, or the local mode of Area 2 is starting to affect Area 1. These
aforementioned oscillation modes are shown in Tables 44 and 45, respectively.
Table 44: Local modes for system B with a mean delay of 700 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.542± 4.516i 0.719 11.91% -100.50
G2 −0.661± 4.529i 0.721 14.45% 78.63
G3 0.003± 5.415i 0.862 -0.06% -119.4882
G4 0.033± 5.410i 0.861 -0.61% 33.4767
Table 45: Additional unstable mode in Area 1 for system B with a mean delay of
700 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 0.015± 5.446i 0.867 -0.28% -121.03
G2 0.013± 5.438i 0.865 -0.23% -154.23
The ITSE values grow rapidly as the system becomes unstable, and are much larger
than previously. The frequency spectrum, shown in Figure 46, shows the dominance
of the interarea mode for both areas, but also the poor damping performance for
Area 2.
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Table 46: The ITSE values for System B with a mean delay of 700 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0364 Area 1 0.0495
System 0.1413G2 0.0131G3 0.0517 Area 2 0.0917G4 0.0401
Figure 46: The frequency spectrum for power system B with a mean delay of 700 ms.
In the first unstable case, the generator 3 speed deviation and control signal have
a phase difference of over 90 degrees when the system becomes unstable. Additionally,
the controller is never right about the state of the generator, and the phase difference
of the delay is too great for the damping control to overcome. Generator 3 speed,
prediction and control signals are shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47: Power system B generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 700 ms.
5.3 System C
This section presents the results obtained from the simulations for power system C.
The structure of this section is similar to the other power system sections. The power
system C was able to stand a maximum end-to-end delay of less than 400 ms, and
the first mode to become unstable was the interarea mode along with several other
modes, as shown in Table 47. The dynamics of the power system C are very different
from the power system B but resemble more closely those of the power system A.
Table 47: Power system C tolerance for delays.
Maximum delay tolerance Unstable mode
Under 400 ms Interarea mode and several others
The ITSE values for power system C with a given end-to-end mean delay are
shown in Figure 48. It shows that the overall damping performance is better under
delays of about 220 ms compared to the case with no delay. After this point the
ITSE value experiences a significant increase and the system becomes unstable soon
after.
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Figure 48: The system ITSE values for power system C.
The simulations show that the oscillation frequency of the interarea mode increases
as more delay is introduced into the system. The damping improves initially but
gets worse after a certain delay margin is exceeded. The real and absolute imaginary
values of the generator interarea modes with different delays are shown in Figure 49,
the delays increase clockwise along the spiral. The cluster of points near −0.15+4.0i
is the case with a mean end-to-end delay of 220 ms mentioned earlier. It is the first
simulation case performing worse than the one with no delays.
Figure 49: The real and absolute imaginary values of generator interarea oscillation
modes with different delays. The delay increases clockwise along the spiral curve.
In the next subsections several simulation cases are shown in more detail. The
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first one is the reference case with no delays, the second is the so-called fiber-optics
case, the third is a border case performing worse than the case with no delays and
the last one is the first unstable case.
5.3.1 No Delay Case C
The generator speed deviations of power system C in the case of no delays are shown
in Figure 50, the values are displayed as per-unit (pu) values. Generator pairs in
both areas oscillate in synchronization, and the areas oscillate against each other at
the interarea mode with a phase difference of about 180 degrees.
Figure 50: Generator speed deviation without any delays in the system.
The dominant modes obtained using the Prony analysis are shown in Table 48
and 49, and the values confirm the observed results of the generation speed deviation.
The interarea mode has a frequency of about 0.597 Hz and the damping for the
interarea mode with no delays is slightly above 4% which is not an adequate damping
value. The phases are about the same for each area and the phase difference between
the areas is about 180 degrees with Area 1 leading the oscillations.
Table 48: Interarea mode for system C with no delays.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.153± 3.754i 0.597 4.06% -97.57
G2 −0.163± 3.744i 0.596 4.35% -79.08
G3 −0.164± 3.750i 0.597 4.37% 110.64
G4 −0.171± 3.743i 0.596 4.56% 109.27
Local modes can not be observed from the speed deviation graph since the
interarea mode is so dominant and the damping for local modes is about the same
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or better than damping of interarea mode.
Table 49: Local modes for system C with no delays.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.859± 7.153i 1.138 11.93% 55.40
G2 −0.484± 7.612i 1.212 6.34% -83.00
G3 −0.339± 7.340i 1.168 4.61% 111.23
G4 −0.163± 7.230i 1.151 2.28% -69.12
The ITSE values can be seen from Table 50, and the values in Area 2 are greater
than the values in Area 1. The frequency spectrum is presented in Figure 51 and it
confirms the earlier oscillation mode observations.
Table 50: The ITSE values for System C with no delays.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0053 Area 1 0.0088
System 0.0317G2 0.0035G3 0.0113 Area 2 0.0229G4 0.0116
Figure 51: The frequency spectrum for power system C with no delays.
In the case with no delays, the generator 3 speed deviation and the control signal
have a phase difference of about 45 degrees with the control trailing behind. The
controller prediction lines up with the speed signal soon after the transient.
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Figure 52: Power system C generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with no delays.
5.3.2 Fiber-Optic Case C
The second case examined closely for power system C has a mean end-to-end delay
of about 100 ms, and it emulates the real life delay of fiber-optic wide-area network
similarly as was with power systems A and B. The generator speed deviation is
presented in Figure 53 and it shows that the oscillations decay faster than in the
case with no delay.
Figure 53: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 100 ms.
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The interarea mode in this case is around 0.622 Hz which is an increase compared
to the previous case with no delays. The damping for the interarea mode is also
better and is above 5% for each of the generators unlike previously. The phase
difference between the two areas is still around 180 degrees with Area 1 in the lead.
The results for the interarea mode are shown in Table 51.
Table 51: Interarea mode for system C with a mean delay of 100 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.211± 3.908i 0.622 5.38% -77.60
G2 −0.205± 3.900i 0.621 5.24% -60.79
G3 −0.216± 3.913i 0.623 5.51% 126.36
G4 −0.199± 3.911i 0.622 5.08% 123.63
Thee local mode damping is sufficient for all generators except generator 4 which
a local mode damping less than 5%. The local mode oscillation modes are shown in
Table 52.
Table 52: Local modes for system C with a mean delay of 100 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.490± 7.426i 1.182 6.58% 28.00
G2 −0.376± 7.190i 1.144 5.22% -104.62
G3 −0.477± 7.697i 1.225 6.19% 73.07
G4 −0.330± 7.690i 1.224 4.29% -100.09
The ITSE values for power system C in this case are lower compared to the case
with no delays, and Area 2 continues to contribute more to ITSE than Area 1. The
ITSE values are displayed in Table 53 and the frequency spectrum in Figure 54.
Table 53: The ITSE values for System C with a mean delay of 100 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0041 Area 1 0.0072
System 0.0242G2 0.0031G3 0.0082 Area 2 0.0170G4 0.0088
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Figure 54: The frequency spectrum for power system C with a mean delay of 100 ms.
The generator 3 speed deviation and the control signal have about the same
phase after the transient. Additionally, the controller is correct in its predictions
on the generator speed soon after the transient and the control is able to damp the
oscillations well. The generator 3 speed, prediction and control signals are shown in
Figure 55.
Figure 55: Power system C generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 100 ms.
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5.3.3 Border Case C
The simulation case with a mean end-to-end delay of 220 ms is the first simulation
case for power system C where the wide-area damping controller performs worse based
on ITSE value than in the case with no delays. In addition, the speed deviation peaks
following the transient are larger than previously. The generator speed deviations
are shown in Figure 56.
Figure 56: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 220 ms.
The frequency for the interarea mode continues to rise, and interarea mode
oscillates now at 0.64 Hz with a mean end-to-end delay of 220 ms. The damping
is around 3.5% for every generator, and it does not satisfy the requirements for
sufficient interarea damping. The two areas oscillate against each other, and the
generator pairs are in sync with each other.
Table 54: Interarea mode for system C with a mean delay of 220 ms..
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.144± 4.023i 0.640 3.57% -58.26
G2 −0.157± 4.035i 0.642 3.88% -49.41
G3 −0.142± 4.027i 0.641 3.53% 145.03
G4 −0.142± 4.025i 0.641 3.50% 140.82
The local mode damping for Area 2 continues to be above performance require-
ments but the damping for the local mode of Area 1 remains inadequate.
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Table 55: Local modes for system C with a mean delay of 220 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 −0.314± 7.501i 1.195 4.18% 1.90
G2 −0.546± 7.188i 1.144 7.58% -106.48
G3 −0.703± 7.470i 1.189 9.37% 170.79
G4 −0.608± 7.567i 1.204 8.01% 4.91
The ITSE values are now larger than they were with case with no delays for
power system C, and Area 2 has greater oscillations as seen from the ITSE values.
The ITSE values are displayed in Table 56 and the frequency spectrum in Figure 57.
Table 56: The ITSE values for System C with a mean delay of 220 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.0051 Area 1 0.0085
System 0.0323G2 0.0034G3 0.0116 Area 2 0.0238G4 0.0122
Figure 57: The frequency spectrum for power system C with a mean delay of 220 ms.
The generator 3 speed deviation and the control signal have a phase difference
of about 45 degrees or more, excluding the initial transient behavior where phase
difference is almost 90 degrees. Additionally, the controller is never exactly right
about the state of the generator but the damping control is successful. The generator
3 speed, prediction and control signals are shown in Figure 58.
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Figure 58: Power system C generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 220 ms.
5.3.4 Unstable Case C
The simulation case with a mean end-to-end delay of 400 ms is the first simulation
case to become unstable for power system C. The local mode for generator 1 and
the interarea mode for all generators become unstable. The areas oscillate against
each other at 180 degrees. The generator speed deviations are shown in Figure 59.
Figure 59: Generator speed deviation with a mean delay of 400 ms.
The interarea mode oscillates at 0.646 Hz with the mean end-to-end delay of 400
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ms. This is an increase to the previous cases. The interarea modes are unstable with
a negative damping of -0.6% to -0.4%, and the areas oscillate against each other.
The interarea modes are shown in Table 57.
Table 57: Interarea mode for system C with a mean delay of 400 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 0.024± 4.060i 0.646 -0.60% -45.99
G2 0.016± 4.059i 0.646 -0.39% -26.75
G3 0.019± 4.062i 0.646 -0.46% 161.91
G4 0.019± 4.065i 0.647 -0.48% 148.69
The local mode for generator 1 is unstable but generator 2 has a sufficient damping
value. The unstable local mode of generator 1 can be observed from its speed deviation
towards the later parts of the simulation. The generators 3 and 4 have poor damping
but they do not become unstable. The local modes are shown in Table 58. In
addition, a new mode is observed in Area 1 and its properties are shown in Table 59.
Table 58: Local modes for system C with a mean delay of 400 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 0.219± 7.644i 1.217 -2.87% 177.30
G2 −0.445± 7.694i 1.224 5.78% -142.15
G3 −0.123± 7.4521i 1.186 1.65% 54.71
G4 −0.209± 7.547i 1.201 2.77% 121.52
Table 59: Additional unstable mode in Area 1 for system C with a mean delay of
400 ms.
Mode Freq (Hz) Damping ratio ζ(%) Phase (◦)
G1 0.053± 8.018i 1.276 -0.66% 124.78
G2 0.0738± 8.010 1.275 -0.92% -41.33
The ITSE values grow rapidly as the system becomes unstable. The frequency
spectrum, shown in Figure 60, shows the dominance of the interarea mode for
both areas and the presence of unstable local mode affects generator 1 ITSE value
significantly. The frequency spectrums show that the system has a lot of unstable
modes at high frequencies, as seen in Figure 60.
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Table 60: The ITSE values for System C with a mean delay of 400 ms.
The generator, area and system ITSE values
G1 0.1709 Area 1 0.2448
System 1.4511G2 0.0740G3 0.6382 Area 2 1.2062G4 0.5681
Figure 60: The frequency spectrum for power system C with a mean delay of 400 ms.
In the unstable case, the generator 3 speed deviation and the control signal have a
phase difference of over 90 degrees when the system becomes unstable. Additionally,
the controller is never right about the state of the generator, and the phase difference
of the delay is too great for the damping control to overcome. The generator 3 speed,
prediction and control signals are shown in Figure 61.
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Figure 61: Power system C generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 400 ms.
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6 Results
The results of the three different power system simulations show some similarities in
some aspects but also differed from each other significantly. First of all, the properties
of the simulation models were different. Power system B was the outlier, and power
systems A and C were more similar to each other. Various delays were applied into
the power systems, and each of the power system models was able to tolerate a
different maximum delay under which the wide-area damping controller was able to
damp the electromechanical oscillations. However, every system failed eventually
and generally the local mode of Area 2 was the first to become unstable.
One particularly interesting observation was the similar behavior of the power
systems under smaller latencies. Initially the power systems performed better with a
small delay than without delay but after a certain delay threshold the performance
decreased rapidly in all of them. This delay threshold was unique for each of the power
systems. The delays ultimately manifest themselves at the end of the delay chain in
the control signal. This time-shift builds in the delay chain at every component of
the wide-area measurement system. The fact that delays add time lag to the signals
was not unexpected but the effects had interesting unforeseen consequences.
The wide-area measurement system and the damping controller functioned prop-
erly, and the delay implementation performed as a real wide-area measurement
and control system would work. In this sense the validity of the simulations seems
reasonable. However, the largest the factor undermining the end results is the relative
simplicity of the two-area four generator model. The system has only four generators
on two areas with essentially one long transmission line through through the center
bus. For this reason, it remains to be seen if the results obtained in these simulations
would transfer to a more complicated power system model. Additionally, the values
obtained using Prony analysis may contain some errors and inaccuracies, which are
an inherent part of the method. Finally, the choice of disturbance is also critical
since it may not provide excitation for all the critical modes [12].
Further development into the simulation should include configurations for other
power system models and a lower execution rate for the damping controller. In
addition, the next logical step in research into the effects of delays would the addition
of different disturbance triggers, and finally the implement ion of some sort of delay
compensation for the wide-area damping controller.
In the following sections the effects of delays as they were observed in the
simulations are presented.
6.1 Latency Changes Interarea Oscillation Frequency
It was observed throughout every simulation that increase in delay resulted in the
increase of the frequency of the most dominant oscillation mode, which in most cases
was the interarea oscillation mode. In other words, the time-shift in the control
signal results in it being applied at a later phase compared to the oscillation mode.
A control which is applied with a time lag increases the frequency of the oscillations.
Figures 21, 35 and 49 presented for each of the power systems at the beginning of
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their sections illustrate well this described phenomenon. This is further demonstrated
by an examples shown in Figures 62 and 63. In the former the control is applied
early control with a smaller time lag than in the latter. The example with smaller
time delay has a lower interarea mode frequency of 0.656 Hz compared to the 0.688
Hz of the other. This trend was clear in every power system simulation.
Figure 62: Power system A generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 70 ms.
This same phenomenon was observed with the cases with no delay but in reverse.
It can be seen from the control signal timings that when there is no delay the
signal affects the oscillation with a phase lead. This time lead in turn decreases the
frequency, and this was observed without an exception in each of the no delay cases
where their interarea oscillation frequency was lower than the values obtained using
PST-Toolbox’s numerical eigenvalue analysis.
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Figure 63: Power system A generator 3 speed deviation, controller speed prediction
and the control signal with a mean delay of 110 ms.
6.2 Latency Changes Damping Ratio
Figures 21, 35 and 49, which show the plot of real and absolute eigenvalues of interarea
mode oscillations, illustrate how the damping of the dominant interarea oscillation
mode decreases as delay gets larger. The exception is the behavior when the delay
is under a certain margin but this is explained in the next subsection covering the
transient.
It should be noted that while the increased delay makes damping consequently
worse, initial damping ratios are not an indication of the delay tolerance of the
system. Power systems B and C with worse damping ratios than power system A
were able to tolerate larger delays despite worse initial damping.
6.3 Size and Shape of the Transient
The strangest phenomenon was the improved damping performance for each system,
while the delay was under a certain margin. The fact that the same value of about
170 to 250 ms applies for each of the power systems, despite power system B having
very different behavior than the other two, suggests that it might be the result of
the size and shape of the transient.
The initial peaks of the transient happen at about t = 4.17 – 4.25 seconds, or 170
– 250 ms after the transient is introduced into the system. It seems that a small delay
causes the control signal to hit the transient at a better phase, and as a consequence
the first negative peak of the oscillation is smaller. This results in a better overall
damping as with small delays the system is able to correct itself after the transient
is over.
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If the delay is too large, the controller either gives the control response to the
transient at an undesired phase, or alternatively applies undesired control for the
subsequent peaks.
6.4 Systems Have Delay Tolerance Margin
Each of the power systems had its own maximum delay margin that it was able
to tolerate before becoming unstable. The delay margins are tied into the system
properties, and the most important property seems to be the frequencies of the
oscillations. The power systems became unstable when the control signal had a phase
difference of 90 degrees. This means that the delay is roughly equal or greater than
the period time of the most dominant frequency. Lower interarea mode frequencies
are able to withstand delays better than higher frequency modes.
However, when the wide-area damping control of electromechanical oscillations is
considered the effects of local and control modes should be evaluated. Complementing
the wide-area damping with a local power system stabilizer should be considered.
6.5 Review and Summary of Results
A summary for the results of the power system simulations in regards to the observed
features is shown in Table 61. The importance of delays is significant for the wide-area
measurement and control systems. The simulation properties change under real
delays between 100 to 200 ms which have been observed in real world power systems.
The oscillation frequencies and modes change. Control signal at wrong phase can
excite undesired behavior in the power system. All of the system were able to tolerate
a delay of at least a quarter of a second while remaining stable. However, the changes
in damping and oscillation frequencies decrease the overall damping performance
significantly.
Table 61: The results for maximum delay tolerance for each of the power systems
are presented.
Interarea mode Unstable modes Maximum delay
System A 0.64 – 0.72 Hz Local mode for Area 2 < 280 ms
System B 0.42 – 0.43 Hz Interarea + other mode < 700 ms
System C 0.59 – 64 Hz Interarea + several others < 400 ms
Therefore, in damping controller design the delays should be definitely be con-
sidered although even a delay unaware system is able to tolerate a relatively large
amount of delay. If the delays are compensated then two different parameters have
to considered. The parameters are the time lag and magnitude. The unstable simula-
tions show that the damping controller is not able to damp out the oscillations with a
too large time shift. The signals have to be compensated by shifting them in the time
domain. The great thing about synchrophasors is that the time delay is known from
PMU to PDC, and this delay before control calculation can be mitigated. The delay
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after the control calculation is harder to determine but a time constant correction,
or depending on the network properties, just leaving it as is could be sufficient. The
other parameter to be compensated is the magnitude of the signal. The unstable
cases show that the applied control and the controller prediction are too conservative.
A simple compensator which might work and increase the delay tolerance margins for
the systems, could a simple linear regression compensator. It would work extrapolate
new values based on the previous values system measurement. The terminal voltage
angles for example, excluding nonlinear behavior, follow sinusoid patterns as observed
in the thesis.
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7 Conclusion
In this thesis, the effects of delays on a wide-area damping control of electromechanical
oscillations were studied. In the introduction the topic and the motivations were
presented. The research goals and the scope of the thesis was outlined. The thesis
presented a general introduction into electromechanical oscillations and wide-area
power systems.
A part of the research goals was to study, identify and define the delay sources
found in wide-area measurement systems. This part of the objective was achieved in
Chapters 2 and 3, in the former the components of the wide-area measurement systems
were presented. It was shown that the delays can be traced into the underlying
system architecture. In the later sections the delay sources, their delay components
and magnitudes were described, and the findings were presented. Additionally, a
survey on reports and research in some known wide-area measurement system delays
was presented.
It was observed that typical wide-area measurement systems have end-to-end
delays in the magnitude of hundred milliseconds and more. The most important delay
sources are the phasor measurement computation latency, and data transmission
is a potential source for significant delay and impact on the system. The phasor
data concentrator delay itself was shown to be insignificant but has an important
role in managing the delay chain. The various control and actuator delays were
analyzed, and the conclusion was that these delays are very case specific. Some
applications have heavy computation requirements or slow instruments, and others
use fast actuators or do not require complex real time calculations.
The second research goal was to study the effects of delays on the wide-area
damping control of electromechanical oscillation using power system simulations.
A part of this objective, was the delay implementation into the power system
simulations. The rundown on the simulation implementation is given in Section 4.2.
The simulation implementation was shown to work as intended when the results were
reviewed.
The effects of delays were studied using three different simulation models with
different properties. The simulations were run with different delays until a maximum
tolerated delay was reached for each of the systems. Four simulation cases where
presented for each of the simulation models. A no delay case, one so called fiber-optic
case with good reasonable time delay, one border case and one unstable case. The
simulations results were reviewed in Chapter 5 and the results were presented in
Chapter 6.
The simulations showed that delay causes a time shift in the signals. The
frequencies of interarea modes increase while the local modes are affected but in a less
determinable manner. One interesting behavior was the initial better performance
of the simulations under small delays. However, it was reasoned that the transient
caused by the line fault disturbance might be the reason for this phenomenon. The
conclusion from the simulation was that delays have to be considered in the wide-area
damping control of electromechanical oscillations. Although every simulation was
able to withstand more than reasonable delays which could be expected in dedicated
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control systems, the damping of electromechanical oscillations is weaker even though
the immediate system stability is not threatened.
Future work was also covered and the next step should be delay compensation,
starting with a simple phase compensator. It was observed that phase lag and control
magnitude have to be compensated. Additionally, the control was too conservative
under most scenarios.
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